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Literacy Activities Kit
United Way California Capital Region presents the Literacy Activities Kit!
Summer, while it can be fun and games, is also a great opportunity for children to retain their knowledge.
The Literacy Activities Kit is aimed at combatting summer learning loss and preventing the gap in
learning so that the children may return to school with their knowledge intact and ready for new material.
Each Literacy Activities Kit set comes equipped with fourth grade through sixth grade literacy activities.
Each set has around 65 activities focused on various skills such as phonemic and phonological
awareness, phonics, and fluency. It is entirely up to you how you wish to mix and match these activities
and incorporate them into your curriculum.

How it Works:
Each activity comes with a set of instructions. The activities are meant to be supervised by an appropriate
instructor. There are individual and group activities.
There is a quick 1 minute assessment for each grade level. Please administer the assessment at the
beginning and end of your summer program to your students and turn in the results to United Way.

Skills Set:
Fluency – the ability to read with appropriate speed, accuracy, and proper expression. In order to
understand what they read, children must be able to read fluently and with automaticity whether they are
reading aloud or silently. When reading aloud, fluent readers read in phrases and add intonation
appropriately.
Phonics – the relationship between sounds and their spellings. The goal of phonics instruction is to teach
students the most common sound-spelling relationships so that they can decode, or sound out, words. This
decoding ability is a crucial element in reading success.
Vocabulary – the meanings and pronunciations of words necessary for communication. The goal is to
provide students with an understanding of the meaning and use of words so that they can comprehend
what they are reading and communicate effectively.
Comprehension – the process of simultaneously extracting and constructing meaning through interaction
and involvement with written language. Students should gain understanding from written language
through instruction.
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Summer Program Literacy Assessment Report
The Summer Program Assessment is a tool for you to track your students’ literacy progress. Use the
assessment at the beginning and end of your summer program.
Materials: Stopwatch, pen/pencil
Directions: Each assessment will be 60 seconds long. Make sure the student understands the
instructions before beginning the appropriate assessment. Please allow the student time to figure out
the word by themselves. If they spend too much time on any one word, skip to the next and mark the
skipped word.
Grades 4-5
Assessment 1 – High Frequency Words Test #1: The Fast Words Test #1 is for 4th graders. Choose one of
the test sheets provided. With the stopwatch, time how many words the student can read correctly in 60
seconds. If the 4th grader can read the entire list with 0 mistakes, move onto Assessment 2.
Assessment 2 – High Frequency Words Test #2: The Fast Words Test #2 is for 5th graders. Choose one
the test sheets provided.
With the stopwatch, time how many words the students can read correctly in
60 seconds. If the 5th grader can read the entire list with 0 mistakes, move on to Assessment 3.
Grade 6
Assessment 3 – Story Test: For 6th Graders only. Determine how much of the story the student can read
in 60 seconds by counting number of correct words read. After that ask the student to answer the
reading comprehension questions and to define the vocabulary words that follow the story. The student
gets one chance to answer each question or vocabulary word. This is untimed.
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Summer Program Literacy Assessment Report
Agency/Summer Program Name:
Name of Student:
Grade:

Circle Assessment Level:

1

2

3

Assessment 1
# of correct words:
Assessment 2
# of correct words:
Assessment 3
# of correct words in story

3

Summer Program Literacy Assessment
Reporting Sheet
Name of agency:
Date:
Instructions: In each box, please indicate the total number of children in each grade with their
respective scores.
Pre-Assessment

4th
5th
6th

Scored 10 Scored
or lower 11-20

Scored Scored Scored Scored Scored Scored Scored 81- Scored 91
21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-50 90
and above

Total # of Students:

Post-Assessment

4th
5th
6th

Scored 10 Scored
or lower 11-20

Scored Scored Scored Scored Scored Scored Scored 81- Scored 91
21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-50 90
and above

Total # of students:

4

Summer Program Literacy Assessment
Reporting Sheet #2
Name of agency:
Date:
Instructions: In each box, please indicate the total number of children in each grade with their respective
scores. (This page is for sixth grade vocabulary and reading comprehension assessment only.)
6th Grade Vocabulary:
Pre-Assessment
Scored 1
or less

Scored 2

Scored
3

Scored
4

Scored
5

Scored
6

Scored
7

Scored
8

Scored 9

Scored 10

Scored
3

Scored
4

Scored
5

Scored
6

Scored
7

Scored
8

Scored 9

Scored 10

6th
Total # of Students
Post-Assessment
Scored 1
or less

Scored 2

6th
Total # of Students
6th Grade Reading Comprehension:
Pre-Assessment
Scored 1
or less

Scored 2 Scored
3

Scored
4

6th
Total # of Students
Post-Assessment
Scored 1
or less

Scored 2

Scored
3

Scored
4

6th
Total # of Students

5

Assessments
4-5
High Frequency Words Test #1
High Frequency Words Test #2
6
Story Test

:
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High Frequency Words Test #1

Fry Instant Words 301 - 400
being
it’s
your
stand
sun

order
red
door
sure
become

listen
wind
rock
space
covered

farm
pulled
draw
voice
seen

questions
fish
area
mark
dog

top
ship
across
today
during

fast
several
hold
himself
toward

cold
cried
plan
notice
south

horse
birds
problem
complete
room

short
better
best
however
low

five
step
morning
passed
vowel

sing
war
ground
fall
king

knew
since
ever
piece
told

hours
black
products
happened
whole

true
hundred
against
pattern
numeral

town
I’ll
unit
figure
certain

usually
didn’t
friends
easy
heard

measure
remember
early
waves
reached

table
north
slowly
money
map

field
travel
wood
fire
upon

Fry 1000

Assessment #1
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High Frequency Words Test #1

Fry Instant Words 401 - 500

done
English
road
half
ten

decided
contain
course
surface
produce

plane
system
behind
ran
round

filled
heat
full
hot
check

fly
gave
box
finally
wait

building
ocean
class
note
nothing

boat
game
force
brought
understand

object
am
rule
among
noun

correct
oh
quickly
person
became

rest
carefully
scientists
inside
wheel

warm
common
bring
explain
dry

power
cannot
able
six
size

shown
minutes
strong
verb
stars

stay
green
known
island
week

though
language
shape
deep
thousands

dark
ball
material
special
heavy

front
feel
fact
inches
street

less
machine
base
ago
stood

yes
clear
equation
yet
government

fine
pair
circle
include
built

Fry 1000

Assessment #1
8
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High Frequency Words Test #1

Fry Instant Words 501 - 600
can’t
matter
square
syllables
perhaps

picked
simple
cells
paint
mind

legs
sat
main
winter
wide

beside
gone
sky
glass
million

bill
felt
suddenly
test
directions

love
cause
rain
exercise
eggs

written
length
reason
kept
interest

west
lay
weather
root
instruments

center
farmers
ready
anything
divided

train
blue
wish
drop
developed

arms
brother
race
present
beautiful

meet
third
months
paragraph
raised

general
energy
subject
Europe
moon

window
difference
distance
heart
sit

store
job
edge
past
sign

represent
soft
whether
clothes
flowers

regions
return
believe
dance
members

sum
summer
wall
forest
probably

record
finished
discovered
wild
happy

shall
teacher
held
describe
drive

Fry 1000

Assessment #1
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High Frequency Words Test #1

Fry Instant Words 601 - 700

cross
speak
solve
appear
metal

already
instead
phrase
soil
bed

hair
age
amount
scale
pounds

rolled
bear
wonder
smiled
angle

son
either
ice
sleep
village

copy
free
hope
spring
case

although
per
broker
moment
tiny

fraction
Africa
killed
melody
bottom

factors
result
jumped
snow
ride

laughed
nation
quite
type
themselves

possible
gold
milk
quiet
natural

trip
hole
poor
let’s
fight

care
floor
hill
pushed
baby

temperature
bright
lead
everyone
method

lot
stone
act
build
middle

surprise
French
died
beat
exactly

buy
century
outside
everything
tall

section
lake
consonant
within
dictionary

speed
count
cat
someone
sail

remain
dress
iron
couldn’t
fingers

Fry 1000

Assessment #1
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High Frequency Words Test #2

Fry Instant Words 701 - 800
row
least
catch
climbed
wrote

president
brown
trouble
cool
cloud

yourself
control
practice
report
straight

caught
fell
team
God
captain

shouted
continued
itself
else
plains

lost
sent
symbols
wear
bad

rise
statement
stick
party
seeds

direct
ring
serve
child
desert

gas
England
burning
design
joined

save
experiment
engine
alone
drawing

suppose
woman
coast
bank
period

increase
history
cost
maybe
business

foot
law
ears
grass
you’re

east
pay
single
touch
information

wire
choose
clean
visit
bit

separate
break
uncle
hunting
flow

grew
skin
valley
cents
key

express
mouth
yard
equal
decimals

whose
received
garden
please
strange

lady
students
humans
art
feeling

Fry 1000

Assessment #2
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High Frequency Words Test #2

Fry Instant Words 801 - 900
supply
corner
electric
insects
crops

guess
silent
trade
rather
compare

thick
blood
lie
spot
bell

major
observe
tube
necessary
weight

tone
hit
sand
doctor
provide

crowd
poem
enjoy
elements
indicate

fun
loud
consider
suggested
thin

meat
lifted
process
army
hat

thus
won’t
cook
bones
tall

except
flat
seven
interesting
expect

position
entered
fruit
tied
rich

property
particular
swim
terms
current

board
modern
compound
mine
wasn’t

sense
string
blow
famous
value

dollars
send
sight
chief
Japanese

park
sell
shoulder
industry
wash

fit
addition
belong
safe
soldiers

wings
movement
pole
exciting
branches

stream
planets
rhythm
eight
science

block
spread
cattle
wife
sharp

Fry 1000

Assessment #2
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High Frequency Words Test #2

Fry Instant Words 901 - 1000
company
radio
we’ll
action
capital

sister
oxygen
plural
various
agreed

gun
similar
death
score
forward

total
deal
determine
evening
nor

factories
settled
yellow
isn’t
southern

opposite
wrong
chart
prepared
pretty

stretched
experience
rose
allow
fear

rope
cotton
apple
details
entire

truck
fair
printed
wouldn’t
ahead

solution
fresh
shop
suffix
especially

workers
Washington
Greek
women
bought

corn
substance
smell
tools
conditions

chance
born
level
triangle
molecules

shoes
actually
nose
afraid
dead

led
march
northern
create
British

cows
track
arrived
located
sir

France
repeated
column
western
church

sugar
adjective
fig
office
huge

difficult
match
win
doesn’t
steel

seat
division
effect
underline
view

Fry 1000

Assessment #2
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Story Test
Icarus and Dædalus
By Josephine Preston Peabody
Among all those mortals who grew so wise that they learned the secrets of the gods,
none was more cunning than Dædalus.
He once built, for King Minos of Crete, a wonderful Labyrinth of winding ways so
cunningly tangled up and twisted around that, once inside, you could never find your way out
again without a magic clue. But the king’s favor veered with the wind, and one day he had his
master architect imprisoned in a tower. Dædalus managed to escape from his cell; but it
seemed impossible to leave the island, since every ship that came or went was well guarded by
order of the king.
At length, watching the sea-gulls in the air,—the only creatures that were sure of
liberty,—he thought of a plan for himself and his young son Icarus, who was captive with him.
Little by little, he gathered a store of feathers great and small. He fastened these
together with thread, moulded them in with wax, and so fashioned two great wings like those
of a bird. When they were done, Dædalus fitted them to his own shoulders, and after one or
two efforts, he found that by waving his arms he could winnow the air and cleave it, as a
swimmer does the sea. He held himself aloft, wavered this way and that, with the wind, and at
last, like a great fledgling, he learned to fly.
Without delay, he fell to work on a pair of wings for the boy Icarus, and taught him
carefully how to use them, bidding him beware of rash adventures among the stars.
“Remember,” said the father, “never to fly very low or very high, for the fogs about the earth
would weigh you down, but the blaze of the sun will surely melt your feathers apart if you go
too near.”
For Icarus, these cautions went in one ear and out by the other. Who could remember
to be careful when he was to fly for the first time? Are birds careful? Not they! And not an idea
remained in the boy’s head but the one joy of escape.
The day came, and the fair wind that was to set them free. The father bird put on his
wings, and, while the light urged them to be gone, he waited to see that all was well with Icarus,
for the two could not fly hand in hand. Up they rose, the boy after his father. The hateful
ground of Crete sank beneath them; and the country folk, who caught a glimpse of them when
they were high above the tree-tops, took it for a vision of the gods,—Apollo, perhaps, with
Cupid after him.
At first there was a terror in the joy. The wide vacancy of the air dazed them,—a glance
downward made their brains reel. But when a great wind filled their wings, and Icarus felt
himself sustained, like a halcyon-bird in the hollow of a wave, like a child uplifted by his mother,
he forgot everything in the world but joy. He forgot Crete and the other islands that he had
passed over: he saw but vaguely that winged thing in the distance before him that was his
father Dædalus. He longed for one draught of flight to quench the thirst of his captivity: he
stretched out his arms to the sky and made towards the highest heavens.
Alas for him! Warmer and warmer grew the air. Those arms, that had seemed to uphold
him, relaxed. His wings wavered, drooped. He fluttered his young hands vainly,—he was
falling,—and in that terror he remembered. The heat of the sun had melted the wax from his
wings; the feathers were falling, one by one, like snowflakes; and there was none to help.
achievethecore.org
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Story Test

He fell like a leaf tossed down the wind, down, down, with one cry that overtook
Dædalus far away. When he returned, and sought high and low for the poor boy, he saw
nothing but the bird-like feathers afloat on the water, and he knew that Icarus was drowned.
The nearest island he named Icaria, in memory of the child; but he, in heavy grief, went
to the temple of Apollo in Sicily, and there hung up his wings as an offering. Never again did he
attempt to fly.

______________________________________________________________________________
Icarus and Daedalus
Checking for Understanding
1. Who was King Minos of Crete’s master architect?
2. Why might the author have chosen to include the following paragraph in the story:
“For Icarus, these cautions went in one ear and out by the other. Who could
remember to be careful when he was to fly for the first time? Are birds careful?
Not they! And not an idea remained in the boy’s head but the one joy of escape.”
3. Reread the following sentence: “He fluttered his young hands vainly,—he was falling,—
and in that terror he remembered.” What did Icarus remember?
4. Why did Dædalus never again attempt to fly?
Vocabulary











cunningly
moulded
vacancy
uplifted
sustained
captive
fogs
cautions
fledgling
folk

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/14752/14752-h/14752-h.htm
achievethecore.org
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4-5
Variant Correspondences
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Advanced Phonics
Variant Correspondences

AP.001

Homophone Bingo!

Objective
The student will identify variant correspondences in words.

Materials
Bingo cards (Activity Master AP.001.AM1a - AP.001.AM1b)
Each card has different words.
Homophone word cards (Activity Master AP.001.AM2a - AP.001.AM2b)

Activity
Students match homophones by playing a bingo-type game.
1. Place the word cards face down in a stack. Provide each student with a different bingo card.
2. Taking turns, students select the top card and read the word (e.g., arc).
3. Look for the matching homophone on the bingo card. If there is a match, spell each word and
state the difference in the spelling pattern. For example, “Arc is spelled a-r-c and ark is spelled
a-r-k. The /k/ sound is spelled with a ‘c’ in one word and a ‘k’ in the other.” Place the word
card on the corresponding word on the bingo card (e.g., ark).
4. If no match, return card to the bottom of the stack.
5. The game is finished when one bingo card is covered with word cards and a student says
“Homophone Bingo!”
6. Peer evaluation

Homophone Bingo!

arc

ark

cent

find

guest

bre
brake
ak

steal

homophone

seam

grown

chews

herd

tier

coarse

homophone

Extensions and Adaptations
Record the homophones and circle the spelling differences
(Activity Master AP.001.SS1a - AP.001.SS1b).
Make other bingo and corresponding word cards (Activity Masters AP.001.AM3, AP.001.AM4).
Write sentences to demonstrate the meanings of the homophones.
4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.001.AM1a

Homophone Bingo!

Homophone Bingo!

ark

cent

find

guest

brake

steal

seam

grown

chews

herd

tier

coarse

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.001.AM1b

Homophone Bingo!

Homophone Bingo!

locks

cymbal

chord

knows

rain

piece

higher

doe

chute

hanger

hear

soar

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.001.AM2a

Homophone Bingo!

arc
homophone

guessed
homophone

seem
homophone

heard
homophone

scent
homophone

break
homophone

groan
homophone

tear
homophone

fined
homophone

steel
homophone

choose
homophone

course
homophone

homophone word cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Advanced Phonics
AP.001.AM2b

lox
homophone

nose
homophone

hire
homophone

hangar
homophone

Homophone Bingo!

symbol
homophone

rein
homophone

dough
homophone

here
homophone

cord
homophone

peace
homophone

shoot
homophone

sore
homophone

homophone word cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Name
AP.001.SS1a

Homophone Bingo!

Homophone Bingo!

ark

cent

find

guest

brake

steal

seam

grown

chews

herd

tier

coarse

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Name
AP.001.SS1b

Homophone Bingo!

Homophone Bingo!

locks

cymbal

chord

knows

rain

piece

higher

doe

chute

hanger

hear

soar

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.001.AM3

Homophone Bingo!

Homophone Bingo!

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.001.AM4

Homophone Bingo!

blank word cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
Variant Correspondences

AP.002

Domino Duo

Objective
The student will identify variant correspondences in words.

Materials
Domino cards (Activity Master AP.002.AM1a - AP.002.AM1b)

Activity
Students match same consonant sounds that are spelled differently by playing a domino game.
1. Scatter domino cards face up on a flat surface.
2. Taking turns, student one places the START domino on the table and reads the word on the
other end of the domino (i.e., locket).
3. Looks at underlined letters and states consonant sound (i.e., /k/). Selects domino with the
same underlined consonant sound and reads word (i.e., pelican). Connects it to the domino.
4. Student two reads the word on the other side of the domino (i.e., blizzard), identifies the
sound for the underlined letter or letters (i.e., /z/), finds the domino with a matching
consonant sound, and reads word (i.e., compose). Connects it to the domino.
5. Continue until all the dominoes are connected.
6. Peer evaluation

re

object

pub

lic

START

spag
hett

locket

compose paragraph

marks

i

pelican

blizzard

Extensions and Adaptations
Fill in the variant correspondences to complete the word (Activity Master AP.002.SS).
Make other dominoes (Activity Master AP.002.AM2a - AP.002.AM2b).

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Advanced Phonics
compose paragraph
wax
sign

knuckle

pelican

blizzard

Domino Duo

center

gruff

essay

START

locket

AP.002.AM1a

START/locket, pelican/blizzard, compose/paragraph, gruff/essay, center/knuckle, sign/wax
4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics

hiked

STOP
rapid

kettle
wreath
guide

postage

object
remarks
spaghetti
public

pollute

AP.002.AM1b

Domino Duo

remarks/object, postage/kettle, hiked/pollute, public/spaghetti, guide/wreath, rapid/STOP
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Name
AP.002.SS

Domino Duo

turn__

sna__e

/d/

/k/

bri__

__ong

/j/

/r/

crack__

__ife

/t/

/n/

__ertain

choo__

__aw

villa__

cli__

publi__

/s/

/z/

/n/

/j/

/m/

/k/

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.002.AM2a

START

Domino Duo

blank dominoes
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Advanced Phonics
AP.002.AM2b

STOP

Domino Duo

blank dominoes
4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
Variant Correspondences

AP.006

Word-O-Matic

Objective
The student will produce words with variant correspondences.

Materials
Letter cards (Activity Master AP.006.AM1a - AP.006.AM1b)
Consonants and vowels are printed on different pages. Copy on card stock, laminate, and cut.
Use different colored paper to distinguish consonants from vowels. Optional: Use plastic letter tiles.
Student sheet (Activity Master AP.006.SS).
Paper bags
Label bags (i.e., consonants and vowels).
Timer
Pencils

Activity
Students make words, including those with variant correspondences, by using letter cards.
1. Place consonants, consonant digraphs, and other consonant combinations in the bag
labelled consonants. Place vowels, diphthongs, and vowel digraphs in the bag labelled vowels.
Provide students with a timer. Provide each student with a student sheet.
2. Students each choose eight tiles from the consonants bag and five vowels from the vowels bag.
Record selected letters on the student sheet.
3. Set the timer for three minutes.
4. Use the cards to make as many words as possible. Record words as they are made on the
student sheet. Read words aloud after timer rings.
5. Place cards back in the bag and select new cards from the bags and continue to make
new words.
6. Teacher evaluation

Vowels

Consonants

Vowels

Consonants

Vowels

Name

oe
ss

t

w

Word-O-Matic

r

e

2007 The Florida
Center for Reading
Research

c

n

Consonants

AP.006.SS

oa

i

Phonics

ch

4-5 Student Center
Activities:

a

m

c m r
w ch t ss
n
e a oa
i oe
winter
coach
machine

Extensions and Adaptations
Add r-controlled vowels to other letters to make words (Activity Master AP.006.AM2).
Write target letters on spinners or cubes and use to make words
(Activity Masters AP.006.AM3 and AP.006.AM4).
Use the same letters as partner and compare words that are made. Record words on paper.
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Advanced Phonics
AP.006.AM1a

Word-O-Matic

b

c

d

d

f

g

h

k

j

l

m

n

n

n

p

q

r

r

r

s

t

t

t

v

w

x

y

z

ch

sh

ck

th

wh ph gh

ff

ll

ss

letter cards –
consonants

tt

zz

kn mb wr

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.006.AM1b

Word-O-Matic

a

a

a

a

a

e

e

e

e

e

i

i

i

i

o

o

o

o

u

u

ai

au aw ay ea

ee

ei eigh ey

ie

igh oa oe

oi

oo

ou ow oy

ui

y

letter cards –
vowels
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Name

Consonants

Vowels
Vowels

Vowels

Word-O-Matic

Consonants

Consonants

AP.006.SS

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.006.AM2

Word-O-Matic

ar

er

ir

or

ur

air are ear ore err
oar our

r-controlled vowels
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.006.AM3

Word-O-Matic

blank spinners
4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Advanced Phonics
AP.006.AM4

glue
or
velcro

glue
or
velcro

glue
or
velcro

glue
or
velcro

glue
or
velcro

glue
or
velcro

Word-O-Matic

1. Cut along solid line
2. Fold along dotted lines
3. Glue or velcro flaps
together.

blank cubes
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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4-5
Syllables

:

39

Advanced Phonics
Syllable Patterns

AP.009

Syllable Score

Objective
The student will segment syllables in words.

Materials
Word cards (Activity Master AP.009.AM1a - AP.009.AM1b)
Write word segmented into syllables on the back of the word cards (e.g., har-mon-i-ca).
Optional: Provide students with a dictionary that shows syllable breaks.
Student sheet (Activity Master AP.009.SS1)
Pencils

Activity
Students segment words and record the number of syllables.
1. Place the word cards face up in a stack. Provide each student with a student sheet.
2. Taking turns, students select the top card from the stack, read it, and say the syllables aloud.
3. Check the back of the card for syllable segmentation. If incorrect, say the syllables correctly.
4. Record word and number of syllables on the student sheet. Use hyphens to indicate syllables
(e.g., har-mon-i-ca).
5. Continue until all words and number of syllables are recorded. Write total number of syllables.
6. Peer evaluation

Name
AP.009.SS1

Syllable Score

Word

Syllables

af-ter-ward

harmonica

3

har-mon-i-ca

Total
4-5 Student Center Activities:
Advanced

Phonics
2007 The Florida Center
for Reading Research

Extensions and Adaptations
Write other words attempting to increase total number of syllables using student sheet.
Make other word cards (Activity Master AP.009.AM2).
Sort and write target words by the number of syllables (Activity Master AP.009.SS2).
Segment words into syllables and record in boxes (Activity Masters AP.009.SS3, AP.009.SS4).
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.009.AM1a

Syllable Score

temper

precious

character

synthesis

percussion

afterward

dynamite

harmonica

invisible

particular

word cards - answers:
			

tem-per, pre-cious, char-ac-ter, syn-the-sis, per-cus-sion, af-ter-ward,
dy-na-mite, har-mon-i-ca, in-vis-i-ble, par-tic-u-lar

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Advanced Phonics
AP.009.AM1b

Syllable Score

automatic

democracy

individual

planetarium

antibiotics

university

representative

veterinarian

incomprehensible

agriculture

word cards - answers: au-to-mat-ic, de-moc-ra-cy, in-di-vid-u-al, plan-e-tar-i-um, an-ti-bi-ot-ics,
			

u-ni-ver-si-ty, rep-re-sen-ta-tive, vet-er-i-nar-i-an, in-com-pre-hen-si-ble, ag-ri-cul-ture

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Name
AP.009.SS1

Syllable Score

Word

Syllables

Total
4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Advanced Phonics
AP.009.AM2

Syllable Score

blank word cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Name
AP.009.SS2

Syllable Score

1

2

3

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

4.

4.

4.

5.

5.

5.

4

5

6

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

4.

4.

4.

5.

5.

5.

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Name
AP.009.SS3

Syllable Score

cooperate

co

op

er

ate

cottonwood
bibliography
obstacle
geography
permission
administration
exercise
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Name
AP.009.SS4

Syllable Score

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Advanced Phonics
Syllable Patterns

AP.011

Syllable Swap

Objective
The student will identify syllables in words.

Materials
Initial syllable cards (Activity Master AP.011.AM1)
Final syllable cards (Activity Master AP.011.AM2a - AP.011.AM2c)
Student sheets (Activity Master AP.011.SS1a - AP.011.SS1b)
Pencils

Activity
Students make three words using the same initial syllable.
1. Spread the initial syllable cards face up. Place the final syllable cards face down in a stack.
Provide each student with a different student sheet. Students pick up the initial syllable
cards that match the initial syllables on their student sheet.
2. Taking turns, students select the top card on the stack and say the final syllable part.
3. Match it to each initial syllable card saying initial syllable first, followed by the final
syllable on the card. Do this until the two combined form a word or no word is formed.
4. If word is formed, place final syllable with the initial syllable. Read the word.
5. If no word is formed, place final syllable card on bottom of stack. Note: There will be
three words formed with each initial syllable card.
6. Continue until all cards are placed.
7. Record the final syllable and word next to the corresponding initial syllables on the
student sheet.
8. Teacher evaluation
Name

con

AP.011.SS1a

Syllable Swap

+

con

fore

arm

+

=

+

=

+

fore

de
de

out

out

4-5 Student Center
Activities: Advanced

=

arm

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

forearm

Phonics
2007 The Florida Center
for Reading Research

Extensions and Adaptations
Make other initial and final syllable cards (Activity Master AP.009.AM2).
Use final syllables to make words using multiple initial syllables (Activity Master AP.011.SS2).
Use other initial and final syllables (Activity Masters AP.011.SS3 and AP.011.SS4).
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.011.AM1

Syllable Swap

con

de

ex

fore

pro

can

com

out

initial syllable cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Advanced Phonics
AP.011.AM2a

Syllable Swap

cert

vince

trol

ny

stroy

pend

pect

haust

ist

head

final syllables – answers: concert, convince, control, deny, destroy,
		

depend, expect, exhaust, exist, forehead

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.011.AM2b

Syllable Swap

arm

word

gram

ton

trude

cel

teen

vas

plex

pete

final syllables – answers: forearm, foreword, program, proton, protrude, 		
		

cancel, canteen, canvas, complex, compete

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Advanced Phonics
AP.011.AM2c

Syllable Swap

bat

come

law

line

final syllables – answers: combat, outcome, outlaw, outline
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Name
AP.011.SS1a

con

fore

de

out

Syllable Swap

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=
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Name
AP.011.SS1b

Syllable Swap

ex

com

pro

can

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=
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Name
AP.011.SS2

Syllable Swap

boun
ca
con
drib

du
im
man
ob

=

+
+

post
re
trea
tum

serve

=

+

=

+

=

+

ble

=

+

=

+

=

+

ty

=

+

=

+

=

+

age

=
=

+
4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Name
AP.011.SS3

Syllable Swap

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=
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Name
AP.011.SS4

Syllable Swap

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=
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Fluency
Word Parts

F.001

Speedy Syllables

Objective
The student will gain speed and accuracy in reading syllables.

Materials
YES and NO header cards (Activity Master F.001.AM1)
Copy on colored construction paper and laminate.
Syllable cards (Activity Master F.001.AM2a - Activity Master F.001.AM2j)
These are 100 syllables chosen from the list of 337 syllables found in the 5000 most frequent words.
Some syllables have more than one pronunciation (e.g., “char” as in charter and character; “mal” as
in formal and malnourished; “cy” as in fancy and cycle). It is suggested that when timing, students
say only one sound per syllable. Note: All open syllables are pronounced with a long vowel sound.
Syllables correct per minute record (Activity Master F.001.AM3)
Timer (e.g., digital)
Pencils

Activity
Students quickly read syllables in a timed activity.
1. Place header cards face up and timer on a flat surface. Place the syllable cards face down in
a stack. Provide each student with a syllables correct per minute record.
2. Taking turns, student one sets the timer for one minute, selects the top card, holds it up for
partner to see, and prompts partner to read the syllable.
3. If the syllable is read correctly, student one places the card in a pile on the “YES” card. If the
syllable is read incorrectly, places it in a pile on the “NO” card.
4. Continue until the timer rings. Count the syllable cards in the “YES” pile and record the
number on the syllables correct per minute record. Read syllables in “NO” pile together.
5. Repeat the activity at least two more times attempting to increase speed and accuracy.
6. Reverse roles.
7. Peer evaluation

YES
ence

NO
gen
header

F.001.AM3

Syllables Correct Per
header

Speedy Syllables

Minute

1st try

syllables

2nd try

syllables

3rd try

syllables

4th try

syllables

5th try

syllables

Extensions and Adaptations
Read common non-word syllables in a timed activity. There are approximately 20 different
syllables presented on each sheet (Activity Master F.001.AM4a - F.001.AM4e).
Use other syllable cards provided at the end of the Fluency Word Parts subcomponent in
the 2-3 Student Center Activities Project found at www.fcrr.org.
4-5 Student Center Activities: Fluency
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Fluency
F.001.AM1

Speedy Syllables

YES
header

NO
header

header cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Fluency
F.001.AM2a

Speedy Syllables

vi

tel

wil

ba

bles

bi

bor

cate

cen

char

syllable cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Fluency
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Fluency
F.001.AM2b

Speedy Syllables

cial

cir

cle

co

cor

cu

cul

cus

cy

gi

syllable cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Fluency
F.001.AM2c

Speedy Syllables

ders

dle

dy

ence

ered

fac

fect

gen

gle

heav

syllable cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Fluency
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Fluency
F.001.AM2d

Speedy Syllables

ic

ies

pres

jo

ket

lat

lec

lect

li

lin

syllable cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Fluency
F.001.AM2e

Speedy Syllables

lo

lu

fel

mal

meas

ments

mi

mil

mo

su

syllable cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Fluency
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Fluency
F.001.AM2f

Speedy Syllables

ni

no

nore

nu

ob

oc

op

ous

har

pi

syllable cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Fluency
F.001.AM2g

Speedy Syllables

ples

pos

se

ra

mag

rec

rect

rep

ried

ro

syllable cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Fluency
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Fluency
F.001.AM2h

Speedy Syllables

sa

ser

sim

sion

sis

sug

ish

sup

sur

ta

syllable cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Fluency
F.001.AM2i

Speedy Syllables

tal

te

tem

ti

ner

mar

tor

min

tract

tro

syllable cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Fluency
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Fluency
F.001.AM2j

Speedy Syllables

tu

tures

um

va

val

var

vel

vid

ting

writ

syllable cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Fluency
F.001.AM3

Speedy Syllables

Syllables Correct Per Minute
1st try

syllables

2nd try

syllables

3rd try

syllables

4th try

syllables

5th try

syllables

Syllables Correct Per Minute
1st try

syllables

2nd try

syllables

3rd try

syllables

4th try

syllables

5th try

syllables

4-5 Student Center Activities: Fluency
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Fluency
F.001.AM4a

Speedy Syllables

1

ba

bi

tel

bor

cate

cen

cir

cial

char

cle

co

cor

cu

cul

cus

cy

gi

bles

vi

wil

vi

tel

wil

ba

bi

cul

bor

cate

cen

cir

cial

char

cle

co

cor

cu

cul

cus

cy

gi

wil

vi

tel

gi

cy

cus

bles

cu

cor

co

cle

cir

cial

char

cen

cate

bor

bles

bi

ba

(15)

(30)

(45)

(60)

common non-word syllables
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Fluency
F.001.AM4b

2

Speedy Syllables

ders

dle

dy

ence

ered

fac

fect

gen

gle

heav

ic

ies

pres

jo

ket

lat

lec

lect

li

lin

ders

dy

ence

fac

ic

dle

gen

ered

lin

jo

gle

heav

ies

pres

ket

lat

lec

lect

li

fect

lin

li

lect

lec

lat

ket

jo

pres

ies

ic

heav

gle

gen

fect

fac

ered

ence

dy

dle

ders

(15)

(30)

(45)

(60)

common non-word syllables
4-5 Student Center Activities: Fluency
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Fluency
F.001.AM4c

Speedy Syllables

3

su

ous

op

oc

ob

nu

nore

no

ni

mo

mil

mi

ments

meas

pi

mal

fel

lu

lo

har

lo

lu

fel

mal

meas

ments

mi

mil

mo

su

ni

no

nore

nu

ob

oc

op

ous

har

pi

har

lo

lu

fel

mal

meas

nu

ments

mo

mi

mil

ni

no

nore

su

ob

oc

op

ous

pi

(15)

(30)

(45)

(60)

common non-word syllables
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Fluency
F.001.AM4d

4

Speedy Syllables

ta

sur

sup

sug

sis

sion

sim

ser

se

sa

ro

ried

rep

rect

rec

ra

pos

ples

mag

ish

ples

pos

se

ra

mag

rec

rect

rep

ried

ro

sa

ser

sim

sion

sis

sug

ish

sup

sur

ta

ish

mag

ples

pos

ra

rec

rect

re

ried

ro

sa

se

ser

sim

sion

sis

sug

sup

sur

ta

(15)

(30)

(45)

(60)

common non-word syllables
4-5 Student Center Activities: Fluency
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Fluency
F.001.AM4e

Speedy Syllables

5

tures

ting

vid

vel

var

val

va

um

writ

tu

tro

tract

tor

ti

tem

te

tal

ner

min

mar

tal

te

tem

ti

ner

mar

tor

min

tract

tro

tu

tures

um

va

val

var

vel

vid

ting

writ

mar

min

ner

tal

te

tem

ti

tract

tract

tro

tu

tures

um

va

val

var

vel

vid

ting

writ

(15)

(30)

(45)

(60)

common non-word syllables
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Morphemes

76

Advanced Phonics
Morpheme Structures

AP.015

Inflection Reflection

Objective
The student will produce words using inflections.

Materials
Inflection cards (Activity Master AP.015.AM1)
Word cards (Activity Master AP.015.AM2a - AP.015.AM2b)
Student sheet (Activity Master AP.015.SS1)
Whiteboards
Vis-à-Vis® markers
Dictionary
Pencils

Activity
Students make new words by combining words and inflections.
1. Place word cards and inflection cards face down in two stacks. Provide each student with a
whiteboard and Vis-à-Vis® marker.
2. Taking turns, students pick the top card from each stack and state the word and the inflection
(e.g., modify, ed).
3. Attempt to make a word (i.e., modified). Use whiteboard to practice writing word, if necessary.
4. If a word is made, record the word on the student sheet and place cards at the bottom of their
respective stacks. Use dictionary to confirm any disputed words.
5. If no word can be made, place cards at the bottom of their respective stacks.
6. Continue until each student records ten words on student sheet.
7. Teacher evaluation

modify

modifyed
modified

ed
inflection

Extensions and Adaptations
Make more word cards (Activity Master AP.009.AM2).
Segment and blend words and inflections (Activity Master AP.015.SS2 and AP.015.SS3).
Write other words and segment into parts (Activity Master AP.015.SS4).
4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Advanced Phonics
AP.015.AM1

Inflection Reflection

s or es

s or es

inflection

inflection

ed

ed
inflection

inflection

er

er
inflection

inflection

ing

ing
inflection

inflection

est

est
inflection

inflection

inflection cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.015.AM2a

Inflection Reflection

happy

modify

decay

demolish

harness

enthrall

crunch

proof

clear

narrow

word cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Advanced Phonics
AP.015.AM2b

Inflection Reflection

leaf

half

puff

box

stun

omit

trim

admire

experience

close

word cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Name
AP.015.SS1

Word

Inflection Reflection

Inflection

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=
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Name
AP.015.SS2

Inflection Reflection

Word

Inflection

submitted

=

+

largest

=

+

relieved

=

+

completing

=

+

prettier

=

+

obeying

=

+

groceries

=

+

coaches

=

+

happiest

=

+

straighter

=

+

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Name
AP.015.SS3

Word

Inflection Reflection

Inflection

colony

+

s/es

=

fret

+

ing

=

hitch

+

s/es

=

qualify

+

ed

=

strict

+

est

=

calf

+

s/es

=

heavy

+

er

=

trespass

+

ing

=

publish

+

ed

=

dismiss

+

s/es

=

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Name
AP.015.SS4

Inflection Reflection

Word

Inflection

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
Morpheme Structures

AP.016

Affix Sort

Objective
The student will identify affixes.

Materials
Header cards (Activity Master AP.016.AM1)
Word cards (Activity Master AP.016.AM2a - AP.016.AM2b)

Activity
Students sort words into words that have suffixes, prefixes, both prefixes and suffixes,
and those that have no affixes.
1. Place header cards face up in a row. Place word cards face down in a stack.
2. Taking turns, students select top word card and read it.
3. Determine if the word has a prefix, suffix, both, or no affix.
4. Place under the corresponding header.
5. Continue until all word cards are sorted.
6. Peer evaluation

Prefix

Both Prefix
and Suffix

Suffix

header

header

header

reappear

No Affix

header

indefinitely

sleepier

Extensions and Adaptations
Record sorted words and circle affixes (Activity Master AP.016.SS1). Add more words.
Make other word cards to sort (Activity Master AP.003.AM3).
Identify the word and any affixes (Activity Master AP.016.SS2).
Write other words and identify affixes (Activity Master AP.016.SS3).
4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Advanced Phonics
AP.016.AM1

Affix Sort

Prefix

Suffix

header

header

Both Prefix
and Suffix

No Affix

header

header

header cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.016.AM2a

Affix Sort

nonspecific

unsafe

illiterate

reappear

constantly

exclamation

knowledgeable

sleepier

word cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics
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Advanced Phonics
AP.016.AM2b

Affix Sort

unimpressed

restating

irresistible

indefinitely

uncle

mother

cable

empty

word cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Name
AP.016.SS1

Prefix

Affix Sort

Both Prefix
and Suffix

Suffix

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics

No Affix
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Name
AP.016.SS2

Affix Sort

Prefix

Word

Suffix

prehistoric

=

+

+

miscalculated

=

+

+

nonoperational

=

+

+

irresponsible

=

+

+

insecurity

=

+

+

disrespectful

=

+

+

unequally

=

+

+

decomposition

=

+

+

rededication

=

+

+

=

+

+

unrecognizable
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Name
AP.016.SS3

Affix Sort

Prefix

Word

Suffix

=

+

+

=

+

+

=

+

+

=

+

+

=

+

+

=

+

+

=

+

+

=

+

+

=

+

+

=

+

+
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Advanced Phonics
Morpheme Structures

AP.020

Root Hoot

Objective
The student will identify roots in multisyllabic words.

Materials
Word cards (Activity Master AP.020.AM1a - AP.020.AM1l)
Change root cards (Activity Master AP.020.AM2a - AP.020.AM2b)

Activity
Students identify words that share the same root by playing a card game.
1. Mix word cards and “change root” cards together and place face down in a stack.
2. Each students selects five cards from the stack.
3. Taking turns, student one places a card face up on the table (e.g., respect). This forms a
discard pile.
4. Student two reads the word aloud, identifies the root (i.e., respect, the root is “spec”),
and places another card with the same root face up on top of the card placed by student
one (e.g., spectacular).
5. If student two does not have a word with the same root, selects cards from the stack until
a word with the same root is selected. Places card on the pile. Or, may use a “change root”
card to change root. Places “change root” card plus a word card with selected root on top
of the pile. Note: Mix cards in discard pile and turn over when cards in stack are all used.
6. Continue to place cards until one student is out of cards.
7. Peer evaluation

RH
RH
RH

RH

respect sp
ectac

ular

RRHH
RH

RH

Extensions and Adaptations
Sort words by roots or add roots to play game (Activity Master AP.020.AM3a - AP.020.AM3c).
Make other word cards to play game (Activity Master AP.020.AM4).
Use base words, roots, and affixes to make words (Activity Masters AP.020.SS1 and AP.020.SS2).
Write root on tree trunk and related words on branches (Activity Master AP.020.SS3).
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM1a

Root Hoot

RH

RH

spectacular

spectacle

RH

RH
RH

RH

introspect

perspective

RH

RH
word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM1b

Root Hoot

RH

RH

respect

dictionary

RH

RH
RH

RH

contradiction

predict

RH

RH
word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM1c

Root Hoot

RH

RH

verdict

dictator

RH

RH
RH

RH

saxaphone

microphone

RH

RH
word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM1d

Root Hoot

RH

RH

megaphone

symphony

RH

RH
RH

RH

phonics

moped

RH

RH
word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM1e

Root Hoot

RH

RH

peddler

pedigree

RH

RH
RH

RH

quadruped

pedestrian

RH

RH
word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM1f

Root Hoot

RH

RH

credit

credulous

RH

RH
RH

RH

credential

incredible

RH

RH
word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM1g

Root Hoot

RH

RH

tractor

subtract

RH

RH
RH

RH

distract

attractive

RH

RH
word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM1h

Root Hoot

RH

RH

extract

porter

RH

RH
RH

RH

portable

RH

import

RH
word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM1i

Root Hoot

RH

RH

support

report

RH

RH
RH

RH

rupture

RH

erupt

RH
word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM1j

Root Hoot

RH

RH

corrupt

abrupt

RH

RH
RH

RH

enact

RH

bankrupt

RH
word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM1k

Root Hoot

RH

RH

transact

activity

RH

RH
RH

RH

actress

RH

activate

RH
word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM1l

Root Hoot

RH

RH

graphite

biography

RH

RH
RH

RH

cartography

RH

paragraph

RH
word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM2a

Root Hoot

RH

RH

change
root

change
root

RH

RH
RH

RH

change
root

RH

change
root

RH
change root cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM2b

Root Hoot

RH

RH

change
root

change
root

RH

RH
RH

RH

change
root

RH

change
root

RH
change root cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM3a

Root Hoot

RH

RH

spec

dict

RH

RH
RH

RH

ped

RH

phon

RH
root word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM3b

Root Hoot

RH

RH

cred

tract

RH

RH
RH

RH

rupt

RH

port

RH
root word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM3c

Root Hoot

RH

RH

act

graph

RH

RH
RH

RH

RH

RH
root word cards
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Advanced Phonics
AP.020.AM4

Root Hoot

RH

RH
RH

RH

RH

RH

RH

RH
blank word cards
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Name
AP.020.SS1

ion

able

im/in

dis

pre

re

4-5 Student Center Activities: Advanced Phonics

note: some boxes may not have words

tract
Affixes

dict

Roots

port

fer

Root Hoot
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Name
AP.020.SS2

Affixes

note: some boxes may not have words

Roots

Root Hoot
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Name
AP.020.SS3

Root Hoot

root

root

root

root
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Fluency
Word Parts

F.003

Root Rap

Objective
The student will gain speed and accuracy in reading roots.

Materials
Root cards (Activity Master F.003.AM1a - F.003.AM1b)
List of roots (Activity Master F.003.AM2)

Activity
Students quickly identify roots in a timed activity.
1. Place list of roots and root cards face up in rows on a flat surface.
2. Working in pairs, student one picks up the list of roots and student two sits in front of the
root cards.
3. Student one reads the first root on the first row of the list of roots while student two points
quickly to the root.
4. Student one checks to assure that the correct root is identified. If the root is not identified
correctly, student one assists. Student one quickly reads the remaining roots, pausing so that
student two may locate and point to the corresponding card.
5. Reverse roles and continue until the roots are indentified by each student multiple times.
6. Peer evaluation

“scop”

therm

vis

graph

spec

fer

cred

scop

aud

phon

flect

act

photo

Extensions and Adaptations
Read list of roots in a timed activity and record (Activity Master F.003.AM3).
Read roots and words in a timed activity (Activity Master F.003.AM4a - F.003.AM4b).
Make other root cards (Activity Master F.003.AM5).
Use root cards as flash cards. Disucss meanings of the roots.
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Fluency
F.003.AM1a

Root Rap

photo

act

scop

tract

dict

ped

rupt

aud

cred

fer

root cards
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Fluency
F.003.AM1b

Root Rap

gram

graph

phon

vis

port

script

spec

tele

therm

flect

root cards
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Fluency
F.003.AM2

Root Rap

gram

graph

phon

vis

port

ped

cred

fer

rupt

aud

dict

act

scop

photo

tract

script

spec

tele

therm

flect

photo

act

scop

tract

dict

ped

rupt

vis

port

script

spec

tele

therm

flect

aud

gram

phon

cred

fer

graph

tele

therm

flect

tract

dict

scop

graph

phon

photo

act

ped

rupt

cred

fer

aud

gram

vis

port

script

spec

(15)

(30)

(45)

(60)

list of roots
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Fluency
F.003.AM3

Root Rap

Roots Correct Per Minute
1st try

roots

2nd try

roots

3rd try

roots

4th try

roots

5th try

roots

Roots Correct Per Minute
1st try

roots

2nd try

roots

3rd try

roots

4th try

roots

5th try

roots
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Fluency
F.003.AM4a

1

Root Rap

gram

telegram

anagram

diagram

grammar

graph

phonograph

grapheme

telegraph

graphite

phon

symphony

phonograph

phonogram

telephone

vis

vision

invisible

visit

visual

port

import

transportation

porter

portable

script

subscription

transcript

prescription

descriptive

spec

spectacle

inspect

spectator

respect

tele

telephone

telegraph

telephoto

television

therm

thermostat

thermal

thermodynamic

endothermic

flect

reflect

inflection

deflect

genuflect

(20)

(35)

(50)

roots and words
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Fluency
F.003.AM4b

Root Rap

2

photo

photocopy

photograph

photography

photogenic

act

actor

react

transact

enact

scop

telescope

microscopic

stethoscope

periscope

tract

tractor

retractor

traction

subcontract

dict

prediction

dictionary

verdict

dictator

ped

pedal

biped

pedestal

peddler

rupt

disrupt

rupture

corrupt

interrupt

aud

auditorium

inaudible

audio

audition

cred

incredible

credit

credential

incredulous

fer

transfer

confer

refer

ferry

(20)

(35)

(50)

roots and words
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Fluency
F.003.AM5

Root Rap

blank cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Fluency
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Vocabulary
Morphemic Elements

V.009

Affix Concentration

Objective
The student will identify the meaning of affixes.

Materials
Affix and meaning cards (Activity Master V.009.AM1a - V.009.AM1d)

Activity
Students match affixes to their meanings by playing a memory game.
1. Place the affix and meaning cards face down in rows on a flat surface.
2. Taking turns, students select two cards and read them.
3. Determine if cards match by showing an affix and its meaning (e.g., pre, before).
If there is a match, pick up cards and place to the side. If cards do not match, return
them to their original positions.
4. Continue until all matches are formed.
5. Peer evaluation

Extensions and Adaptations
Make more cards and play again (Activity Master V.001.AM4).
Sort by prefixes and suffixes.
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Vocabulary
V.009.AM1a

Affix Concentration

un

not,
opposite of

re

again

pre

before

mis

wrongly

affix and meaning cards
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Vocabulary
V.009.AM1b

Affix Concentration

dis

not,
opposite of

in

not, into

non

not,
opposite of

affix and meaning cards
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Vocabulary
V.009.AM1c

Affix Concentration

less

without

ly

resembling

able

is, can be

ness

state or
quality of

affix and meaning cards
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Vocabulary
V.009.AM1d

Affix Concentration

er

one who

est

most (when
comparing)

ful

full of

affix and meaning cards
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Vocabulary
Morphemic Elements

V.011

Word Dissect

Objective
The student will produce the meaning of words with affixes.

Materials
Word cards (Activity Master V.011.AM1a - V.011.AM1b)
Student sheet (Activity Master V.011.SS)
Pencils

Activity
Students segment words into base words and affixes to determine the meaning.
1. Place word cards face down in a stack. Provide each student with a student sheet.
2. Taking turns, students select a word card and read it (e.g., effortless).
3. State the base word and affix (i.e, effort is the base word and less is the suffix).
4. Brainstorm the meaning of the word with partner.
5. Record word, circle the affix, write the affix meaning, and the meaning of the word on
the student sheet.
6. Teacher evaluation

indirect
Extensions and Adaptations
Mix same word cards with non-example word cards (Activity Master V.011.AM2). Sort by words
containing affixes and those that only appear to contain affixes (Activity Master V.011.AM3).
Make other word cards containing affixes to dissect (Activity Master V.001.AM4).
Use words that have prefixes and suffixes.
4-5 Student Center Activities: Vocabulary
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Vocabulary
V.011.AM1a

Word Dissect

affordable

effortless

doubtful

frequently

farmer

soreness

strictest

fearless

word cards
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Vocabulary
V.011.AM1b

Word Dissect

misplace

indirect

nonsense

reattach

presuppose

unhinge

disqualify

informal

word cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Vocabulary
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Name
V.011.SS

Word Dissect

Word

Affix
meaning

Meaning of the word
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Vocabulary
V.011.AM2

Word Dissect

pressure

index

uncle

under

intrigue

butterfly

imagine

table

non-example cards
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Vocabulary
V.011.AM3

Word Dissect

Example
(has affix)
header

Non-Example
(appears to have affix)
header

header cards
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Vocabulary
Morphemic Elements

V.014

Rooting for Meaning!

Objective
The student will identify the meaning of roots.

Materials
Root triangles (Activity Master V.014.AM1a - V.014.AM1b)
There are two triangles marked “A” and “B.” One student will use the “A” triangle
and the other will use the “B” triangle.
Meaning cards (Activity Master V.014.AM2a - V.014.AM2b)
Game pieces (e.g., counters)

Activity
Students find roots that correspond to meanings by playing a matching game.
1. Place meaning cards face down in a stack. Provide each student with a different root
word triangle.
2. Taking turns, students draw a card from the stack and read the meaning (e.g., see).
3. Look on triangle for the root word that matches the meaning (i.e., spec). If found, read
the root and place game piece on the root. Place meaning card in a discard pile. If not 		
found, place meaning card on bottom of stack.
4. Continue until both triangles are filled.
5. Peer evaluation

Extensions and Adaptations
Play game by using roots on triangles to complete words.
(Activity Master V.014.AM3a - V.014.AM3b).
Write a root that completes each set of words (Activity Master V.014.AM4a - V.014.AM4b).
Make root word triangles and meaning cards (Activity Masters V.001.AM4 and V.014.AM5).
4-5 Student Center Activities: Vocabulary
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Vocabulary
V.014.AM1a

phon
script

spec

tele

A

dict

ped

Rooting for Meaning!

root triangle
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Vocabulary
V.014.AM1b

port

photo

rupt

therm

B

tract

aud

Rooting for Meaning!

root triangle
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Vocabulary
V.014.AM2a

Rooting for Meaning!

far or distant

see

say

write

sound

foot

heat

light

meaning cards — answers (left to right): tele, spec, dict, script, phon, ped, therm, photo
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Vocabulary
V.014.AM2b

Rooting for Meaning!

drag or pull

carry

break

hear

meaning cards — answers (left to right): tract, port, rupt, aud
4-5 Student Center Activities: Vocabulary
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Vocabulary
V.014.AM3a

Rooting for Meaning!

______ vision

______  tacle

______  ation

pre  ______  ion

sym  ______  y

______  estrian

______  os

______  synthesis

word cards — answers: television, spectacle, dictation, prescription,
		
      symphony, pedestrian, thermos, photosynthesis
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Vocabulary
V.014.AM3b

Rooting for Meaning!

______ or

im  ______

inter  ______

______  ience

word cards — answers: tractor, import, interrupt, audience
4-5 Student Center Activities: Vocabulary
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Vocabulary
V.014.AM4a

Rooting for Meaning!

______graph

in ______t

______phone

______tator

______scope

re______t

______ate

tran______

______ionary

manu______

pre______

pre______ion

______ograph

_______al

micro______e

______estal

______ics

mo______

______ostat

______graph

______al

______synthesis

______ometer

______genic

word cards — answers: tele, spec, dict, script, phon, ped, therm, photo
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Vocabulary
V.014.AM4b

Rooting for Meaning!

______ion

im______

con______

______able

sub______

trans______

e______

______io

______ure

______itorium

dis______

______ience

con______ion

re______

in______

uni______

______ure

______al

dia______

tele______e

______mar

micro______e

tele______

stetho______e

word cards — answers: tract, port, rupt, aud, struct, form, gram, scop
4-5 Student Center Activities: Vocabulary
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Vocabulary
V.014.AM5

Rooting for Meaning!

blank triangle
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Vocabulary
Word Meaning

V.020

Word Clues

Objective
The student will identify the meaning of words and word-related information
using a dictionary.

Materials
Chart paper
Provide a word bank of familiar target words.
Word clue cards (Activity Master V.020.AM1a - V.020.AM1b)
Copy as many cards as needed. Write one target word on each card, laminate, and cut.
Reference books (e.g., dictionary, thesaurus)
Vis-à-Vis® markers

Activity
Students develop clues to reveal words.
1. Shuffle word clue cards and place face down in a stack and display the word bank.
Provide each student with Vis-à-Vis® marker and reference books.
2. Taking turns, students select clue cards until all the cards are distributed (without
revealing them to partner). Fill out clue cards independently using references, as needed.
3. Student one reads the clues to student two who looks at the word bank and tries to 		
guess the word. If correct, clue card is given to student two. If incorrect, student one
continues to give other clues until guessed correctly.
4. Reverse roles.
5. Continue until all clue cards are used.
6. Peer evaluation
Word:

nourish

						give food
to

It means:

You would use this word when:

talking about eating and health

4 consonants.
Something special about the
word:
				it has a
digraph - sh

There are

Extensions and Adaptations
Write specific clue prompts for other words (e.g. this is how you feel when your pet 			
runs away, it starts with the letter m, an antonym is happy; the answer is melancholy).
Write dictionary clues (Activity Master V.020.AM2).
4-5 Student Center Activities: Vocabulary
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Vocabulary
V.020.AM1a

Word Clues

Word:

Word:

It means

It means

You would use this word when

A synonym is
There are

syllables.

Something special about
this word:

Word:
It means
It could be used to
This word begins with
Something special about
this word:

There are

consonants.

Something special about this
word:

Word:
It means
This is a

(part of speech)

There are

syllables.

Something special about this
word:

word clue cards
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Vocabulary
V.020.AM1b

Word Clues

Word:

Word:

It means

It means

It could be used to

An antonym is
It has a

It has a

(prefix, suffix,

both, neither)

Something special about this
word:

(prefix, suffix,

both, neither)

Something special about this
word:

Word:

Word:

It means

It means

A synonym is

An antonym is

There are

vowels.

This word ends with

Something special about
this word:

Something special about
this word:

word clue cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Vocabulary
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Vocabulary
V.020.AM2

Word Clues

Word:

Word:

Pronunciation:

Pronunciation:

Part of speech:

Part of speech:

Origin or etymology:

Origin or etymology:

Alternate word choices:

Alternate word choices:

Word:

Word:

Pronunciation:

Pronunciation:

Part of speech:

Part of speech:

Origin or etymology:

Origin or etymology:

Alternate word choices:

Alternate word choices:

dictionary clue cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Vocabulary
Word Meaning

V.023

Undercover Meanings

Objective
The student will identify the meaning of words.

Materials
Content area text
Select four target words from content area text or curriculum.
Chart paper or index cards
Write target words and page numbers.
Vocabulary flap book (Activity Master V.023.AM1)
Dictionary
Scissors
Pencil

Activity
Students record information about words.
1. Place text, dictionary, scissors, and chart of target words on a flat surface. Provide the
student with a vocabulary flap book.
2. Student follows the directions to prepare the vocabulary flap book (i.e., cut on dotted
lines and fold the student sheet lengthwise).
3. Writes the target words on front of the vocabulary flap book.
4. Completes the information inside the flaps (i.e., definition, examples, uses the word in a
sentence). Uses dictionary and text, as needed.
5. Teacher evaluation

hurricane
tropical cyclone
with torrential
rain and high winds
The hurricane
caused flooding
and damage.

earthquake

volcano

tsunami

Katrina, Dennis
Extensions and Adaptations
Use graphic organizer to record information about words (Activity Master V.023.SS).
Select three words and compare (Activity Master V.023.AM2).
Use Venn diagrams to compare words (Activity Master V.031.SS1 and V.031.SS2).
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Examples

Examples

Sentence

Definition

Word #3

Examples

Sentence

Definition

Word #4
V.023.AM1

Examples

Sentence

Definition

Definition

Sentence

Word #2

Word #1

Vocabulary
Undercover Meanings

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research

Name
V.023.SS

Undercover Meanings

What is this?

Examples

Non-Examples

Word

What is it like?

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Vocabulary

Examples
Examples

Sentence
Sentence

Definition
Definition
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Examples

Sentence

Undercover Meanings

Definition

Word #2
Word #1

Word #3

V.023.AM2
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Vocabulary
Word Meaning

V.024

All For One

Objective
The student will produce the multiple meanings of words.

Materials
Multiple meaning word cards (Activity Master V.024.AM1)
Student sheet (V.024.SS1)
Blank cards (Activity Master V.001.AM4)
Copy on card stock and laminate.
Reference materials (e.g., dictionary, thesaurus, text)
Vis-à-Vis® markers
Pencils

Activity
Students write multiple meanings for words on blank cards.
1. Place the word cards face down in a stack next to reference materials. Provide each student
with blank cards, Vis-à-Vis® markers, and a different student sheet.
2. Taking turns, student one selects the top card, reads it, and places it down on the table
(e.g., present).
3. Writes a meaning for the word on a blank card using a Vis-à-Vis® marker. Places it beside
the word and reads it (e.g., gift).
4. Student two writes a different meaning for the word and places it on the other side of the
word (e.g., here). Uses dictionary, if necessary.
5. Reverse roles and continue until all word cards are used.
6. Record meanings on the student sheet and write sentences to demonstrate both meanings.
7. Teacher evaluation

present

Meanings
something given
in attendance

Sentences

my birthday.
me a present for
My cousin bought
day of school.
present on the first
All the students were

gift

All For One

Word

here

V.024.SS1

Extensions and Adaptations
Continue to write additional meanings for each word.
Write target words and multiple meanings (Activity Master V.024.AM2), shuffle, and
sort using multiple webs (Activity Master V.024.AM3).
Use graphic organizer to record mutiple meanings (Activity Master V.024.SS2).
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Vocabulary
V.024.AM1

All For One

present

file

wake

vault

bay

date

kind

stick

multiple meaning word cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Vocabulary
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Name
V.024.SS1

Word

Meanings

Sentences

All For One
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Vocabulary
V.024.AM2

All For One

blank cards
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Vocabulary
V.024.AM3

All For One

meaning

meaning

word

meaning
meaning

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Name
V.024.SS2

All For One
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Vocabulary
Word Meaning

V.025

Ask-A-Word

Objective
The student will demonstrate a deeper understanding of the meaning of words.

Materials
Chart paper
Write target vocabulary words that are familiar to the students.
Student sheet (Activity Master V.025.SS)
References (e.g., dictionary, thesaurus)
Pencils

Activity
Students answer questions related to the meaning of words by completing a questionnaire.
1. Provide students with chart of target words, references, and student sheet.
2. Taking turns, students choose a different target word and write it on their student sheet.
3. Student one (the interviewer) asks student two the first question on the student sheet.
4. Student two (acting as the word) answers and student one records.
5. Continue to ask questions and record answers until the student sheet is complete.
Use references, if needed.
6. Reverse roles.
7. Teacher evaluation

Word

individual

ribe you?

How do people desc

inctive, personal, and
They think that I’m unique, dist
rs.
othe
different than
are related to you?
Name some others that
and particular.
I am related to special, exclusive,
e things that you like?

Why?

What are som
s, because I stand
I like crowds and common thing
.
out in them
Why?
s that you don’t like?
What are some thing
yone else,
ever
like
act
to
made
g
bein
I don’t like
g that I believe in.
because that is against everythin Why?
you?
ut
abo
feel
rs
othe
How do
urage people to be
They admire me because I enco
orm.
conf
not
to
and
s
themselve
ial?

What makes you spec

erent way.

I represent each person in a diff

ut you?

t people to know abo

What else do you wan

ys be proud of

alwa
I just want people to know to
who they are as an individual!

Extensions and Adaptations
Write more questions. Answer acting as the word. For example, What makes you proud?
Take turns and answer questions (Activity Master V.025.AM1).
Ask and answer probing questions about the meaning of target words. For example, If you are
an individual do you do what everyone else does or what you think is right for you? Why?
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Vocabulary
Word Analysis

V.026

Word-by-Word

Objective
The student will identify the relationship among words.

Materials
Sorting board (Activity Master V.026.AM1)
Laminate.
Word cards (Activity Master V.026.AM2a - V.026.AM2b)
Laminate and cut.
Envelopes
Place each set of words with the same icons in an envelope.
Student sheet (Activity Master V.026.SS1)
Pencil

Activity
Students show relationships among the meaning of words by placing them on a continuum.
1. Place the sorting board and envelopes containing the word card sets on a flat surface.
Provide the student with a student sheet.
2. The student opens one of the envelopes and scatters cards.
3. Reads the words on the cards. Thinks about what they mean to determine the order relative
to each other. Places on sorting board (e.g., filthy, dirty, soiled, clean, spotless, disinfected).
4. Records the information on the student sheet.
5. Continue until student sheet is complete.
6. Teacher evaluation

filthy

dirty

soiled

disinfected

Extensions and Adaptations
Write other words to sort on sorting board (Activity Master V.026.AM3).
Work with a partner and write words to place on the large sorting board (Activity
Master V.026.AM4 and Activity Master V.026.AM5a - V.026.AM5b) Note: Glue
sorting board together. Record words on student sheet (Activity Master V.026.SS2).
4-5 Student Center Activities: Vocabulary
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Vocabulary
V.026.AM1

1

2

3

4

5

6

Word-by-Word
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Vocabulary
V.026.AM2a

Word-by-Word

dirty

cowardly

abundant

soiled

heroic

few

clean

weak-willed

some

spotless

fearful

many

filthy

daring

numerous

disinfected

brave

ravenous

none

starving
hungry

word cards
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Vocabulary
V.026.AM2b

Word-by-Word

fleeting

miniature

somber

temporary

small

sad

brief

medium

humorless

stable

large

amusing

long-term

enormous

hilarious

permanent

full

grave

satisfied

microscopic

satiated

word cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Name
V.026.SS1

Word-by-Word
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Vocabulary
V.026.AM3

Word-by-Word

small blank cards for sorting board – for Activity Master V.026.AM1
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Vocabulary
V.026.AM4

Word-by-Word

small and large blank cards for sorting board – for Activity Master V.026.AM5a - V.026.AM5b
4-5 Student Center Activities: Vocabulary
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Vocabulary
V.026.AM5a

1

2

3

Word-by-Word
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Vocabulary
V.026.AM5b

Word-by-Word

4

5

6

4
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Name
V.026.SS2

Word-by-Word

2

4

1

6
3

2

5

4

1

6
3

2

5

4

1

6
3

5
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Vocabulary
Word Analysis

V.027

Worn-Out Words

Objective
The student will produce more precise alternatives for overused words.

Materials
Worn-Out Words header cards (Activity Master V.027.AM1)
Word cards (Activity Master V.027.AM2a - V.027.AM2b)
Copy two pages and laminate.
Student sheet (Activity Master V.027.SS1)
Vis-à-Vis® markers
Pencils

Activity
Students write more precise alternatives for overused words.
1. Place header cards face up in a row on a flat surface. Place word cards face down in a stack.
Provide each student with a student sheet.
2. Taking turns, students select the top card from the stack and read the word at the bottom
of the card (e.g., nice).
3. Write a precise alternative (e.g., friendly) and place under the corresponding header.
4. Read the word.
5. Continue until each header has four alternatives.
6. Record information on a student sheet.
7. Teacher evaluation

awesome

nice

bad
header

bad

header

header

header

unsatisfactory

pretty

outstanding

gorgeous

awesome

pretty

impressive

friendly

awesome

nice

Extensions and Adaptations
Write and sort more precise alternatives (Activity Master V.001.AM4) for other overused 		
words using header cards (Activity Master V.027.AM3). Record on student sheet
(Activity Master V.027.SS2).		
Write sentences using some of the alternative words.
4-5 Student Center Activities: Vocabulary
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Vocabulary
V.027.AM1

header
header

nice

header

bad

pretty

header

awesome

Worn-Out Words

header cards
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Vocabulary
V.027.AM2a

Worn-Out Words

nice

nice

nice

nice

awesome

awesome

awesome

awesome

word cards
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Vocabulary
V.027.AM2b

Worn-Out Words

bad

bad

bad

bad

pretty

pretty

pretty

pretty

word cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Name
V.027.SS1

nice

pretty

bad

awesome

Worn-Out Words
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Vocabulary
V.027.AM3

header
header

header

header

Worn-Out Words

header cards
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Name
V.027.SS2

Worn-Out Words
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Vocabulary
Word Analysis

V.028

Category Clues

Objective
The student will produce categories for words.

Materials
Category cards (Activity Master V.028.AM1a - V.028.AM1b)
Student sheet (Activity Master V.028.SS1)
Pencils

Activity
Students categorize related words and label them.
1. Place category cards face down in a stack. Provide each student with a student sheet.
2. Taking turns, student one selects the top card. Reads the words on the card to student two
(e.g., tsunami, hurricane, tornado).
3. Student two says a word or phrase that best categorizes all the words (e.g., disastrous events or
weather words with three syllables). Places card in a discard pile.
4. Record label for each category on the student sheet.
5. Reverse roles and continue until all the cards are used and identified.
6. Teacher evaluation

Name

Category Clues

V.028.SS1

“Tsunami,
hurricane,
tornado.”

disastrous
events
monitor
Internet
memory

moon
planet
satellite

tsunami
hurricane
tornado

apartment
palace
house

pulley
screw
lever

screwdriver
hammer
pliers

plants
humans
animals

cereal
vegetable
condiment

newspaper
television
radio

import
transport
portable

mechanic
pysician
police officer

mountains
volcanoes
islands

sneakers
loafers
boots

“These are
disastrous
events.”

rain
snow
hail

sand
shoreline
sunshine

post office
hospital
librar y
for Reading Research
2007 The Florida Center

Activities: Vocabulary
4-5 Student Center

Extensions and Adaptations
Sort some of the category cards and label (i.e., apartment, palace, house; post office,
hospital, library are all buildings).
Write more category cards (Activity Master V.001.AM4).
Record other categories and related words (Activity Master V.028.SS2).
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Vocabulary
V.028.AM1a

Category Clues

monitor

tsunami

Internet

hurricane

memory

tornado

newspaper

sneakers

television

loafers

radio

boots

moon

apartment

planet

palace

satellite

house

rain

import

snow

transport

hail

portable

category cards
4-5 Student Center Activities: Vocabulary
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Vocabulary
V.028.AM1b

Category Clues

screwdriver

pulley

hammer

screw

pliers

lever

mechanic

sand

physician

shoreline

police officer

sunshine

plants

cereal

humans

vegetable

animals

condiment

mountains

post office

volcanoes

hospital

islands

library

category cards
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Name
V.028.SS1

Category Clues

monitor
Internet
memory

tsunami
hurricane
tornado

newspaper
television
radio

sneakers
loafers
boots

moon
planet
satellite

apartment
palace
house

import
transport
portable

rain
snow
hail

screwdriver
hammer
pliers

pulley
screw
lever

mechanic
physician
police officer

sand
shoreline
sunshine

plants
humans
animals

cereal
vegetable
condiment

mountains
volcanoes
islands

post office
hospital
library
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Name
V.028.SS2

Category Clues

category

category

category

examples

examples

examples

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

4.

4.

4.

5.

5.

5.

category

category

category

examples

examples

examples

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

4.

4.

4.

5.

5.

5.
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Vocabulary
Word Analysis

V.030

Category Creations

Objective
The student will produce categories and corresponding words.

Materials
Large index cards
These will be used for header cards.
Laminate.
Small index cards
These will be used as the word cards.
Laminate.
Vis-à-Vis® markers

Activity
Students write categories and related words by playing a sorting game.
1. Provide each student with two large index cards, 12 small index cards, and a
Vis-à-Vis® marker.
2. Students write a word or phrase that can be used as a category header on each of their
large index cards (e.g., vacation places and things with eyes). Place the four category
headers in a row.
3. Taking turns, students read aloud one of the four categories (e.g., things with eyes)
and write a word that corresponds to that category (e.g., potatoes).
4. Continue to write and place words under the corresponding headers until each
category has six cards.
5. Peer evaluation

things
with eyes

vacation
places

people

lake

soccer

drummer

hurricane

beach

checkers

heart

games

potatoes

tag

things with
a beat

music

Extensions and Adaptations
Record category header and corresponding words (Activity Master V.030.SS).
Sort words differently and write new category headings.
Sort target words provided by the teacher and identify headings for each of the
grouped cards.
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Name
V.030.SS

Category Creations

category

category

category

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word

word
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Vocabulary
Words in Context

V.035

Hink Pink Think!

Objective
The student will identify meaning in word play.

Materials
Hink Pink triangles (Activity Master V.035.AM1a - V.035.AM1b)
Hink Pinks are riddles with answers that are a pair of rhyming words with the same number
of syllables. A Hink Pink has one syllable (e.g., fat cat), a Hinky Pinky has two syllables
(e.g., lazy daisy), and a Hinkity Pinkity has three syllables (e.g. millionaire dinnerware).
Meaning cards (Activity Master V.035.AM2a - V.035.AM2c)
Answer key (Activity Master V.035.AM3a - V.035.AM3b)
An answer key is provided for optional use.
Game pieces (e.g., counters)

Activity

millionaire
dinnerware
neat street
hot pot

fake lake
lazy daisy
sad dad

cellar
dweller
big pig

B

A

fat cat

store door

Hink Pink for
clean road

super
snooper

silly filly

little fiddle

percussion
discussion

smart start

number
slumber

legal eagle

big rig

pork fork

“Neat street!”

brighter
fighter

Students find Hink Pinks that correspond to meanings by playing a matching game.
1. Place meanings cards face down in a stack. Provide each student with a different Hink
Pink triangle and game pieces.
2. Taking turns, students select the top meaning card from the stack and read it
(e.g., Hink Pink for clean road).
3. Look for Hink Pink on triangle that fits meaning (i.e., neat street). Read Hink Pink and
place game piece on that spot. Place meaning card in a discard pile.
4. If no Hink Pink is found which matches meanings, place card at the bottom of the stack.
5. Continue activity until all matches are made.
6. Peer evaluation

Extensions and Adaptations
Make more meaning cards (Activity Master V.001.AM4) and Hink Pink triangles
(Activity Master V.035.AM4).
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Vocabulary

smart start
legal eagle

big rig

pork fork

percussion
discussion
number
slumber

store door
silly filly

fat cat

A

little fiddle

V.035.AM1a

Hink Pink Think!

hink pink triangle A
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Vocabulary

brighter
fighter
millionaire
dinnerware
neat street
hot pot

fake lake
lazy daisy
sad dad

big pig

cellar
dweller

Hink Pink Think!

super
snooper

B

V.035.AM1b

hink pink triangle B
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Vocabulary
V.035.AM2a

Hink Pink Think!

Hink Pink for
overweight feline

Hinky Pinky for
funny female horse

Hink Pink for
shop entrance

Hink Pink for
large truck

Hinky Pinky for
when numerals
sleep

Hinkity Pinkity for
talking drums

Hink Pink for
used to eat
pig meat

Hinky Pinky for
lawful bird

meaning cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Vocabulary
V.035.AM2b

Hink Pink Think!

Hink Pink for
intelligent beginning

Hinky Pinky for
small violin

Hinky Pinky for
great detective

Hink Pink for
huge hog

Hinky Pinky for
one who lives
in a basement

Hink Pink for
unhappy father

Hinky Pinky for
tired flower

Hink Pink for
body of water
that is not real

meaning cards
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Vocabulary
V.035.AM2c

Hink Pink Think!

Hink Pink for
boiling pan

Hink Pink for
clean road

Hinkity Pinkity for
rich people’s
dishes

Hinky Pinky for
smarter boxer

meaning cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Vocabulary
V.035.AM3a

Hink Pink Think!

Answer Key A
Hink Pink for

fat cat

overweight feline
Hinky Pinky for

silly filly

funny female horse
Hink Pink for

store door

shop entrance
Hink Pink for

big rig

large truck
Hinky Pinky for

number slumber

when numerals sleep
Hinkity Pinkity for

percussion discussion

talking drums
Hink Pink for

pork fork

used to eat pig meat
Hinky Pinky for

legal eagle

lawful bird
Hink Pink for

smart start

intelligent beginning
Hinky Pinky for

little fiddle

small violin
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Vocabulary
V.035.AM3b

Hink Pink Think!

Answer Key B
Hinky Pinky for

super snooper

great detective
Hink Pink for

big pig

huge hog
Hinky Pinky for

one who lives in a basement
Hink Pink for

cellar dweller
sad dad

unhappy father
Hinky Pinky for

lazy daisy

tired flower
Hink Pink for

body of water that is not real
Hink Pink for

fake lake
hot pot

boiling pan
Hink Pink for

neat street

clean road
Hinkity Pinkity for

millionaire dinnerware

rich people’s dishes
Hinky Pinky for

brighter fighter

smarter boxer
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Vocabulary
V.035.AM4

Hink Pink Think!

blank triangle
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Vocabulary
Words in Context

V.036

Up With Words

Objective
The student will produce more precise alternatives for overused words in context.

Materials
Sentence cards (Activity Master V.036.AM1a - V.036.AM1d)
Laminate.
Vis-à-Vis® markers

Activity
Students substitute a more precise alternative word by completing sentences.
1. Place sentence cards face down in a stack. Provide each student with a Vis-à-Vis® marker.
2. Taking turns, student one selects the top sentence card from the stack and reads the sentence
aloud. For example, “My brother was tired and put his head on the pillow.”
3. Reads and considers the underlined word. Identifies a word that more precisely completes the
sentence. Writes it in the blank in the sentence at the bottom of the card (e.g., exhausted).
4. Places the card down. Student two reads the sentence using the chosen word. For example,
“My brother was exhausted and put his head on the pillow.”
5. Reverse roles.
6. Continue until all sentence cards are used.
7. Peer evaluation

ut his head on
r was tired and p

• My brothe

the pillow.

exhausted

____ and put his

__
________________
__
__
s
a
w
r
e
th
ro
• My b
ow.
head on the pill

Extensions and Adaptations
Use small word cards to complete the sentences. Use dictionary, if needed
(Activity Master V.036.AM2).
Make more sentence cards using target words (Activity Master V.036.AM3).
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V.036.AM1a

• The water __________________________ from the faucet.

• The water flowed slowly from the faucet.

• He __________________________ and said the decision
was unfair.

• He complained and said the decision was unfair.

• My brother was __________________________ and put his
head on the pillow.

• My brother was tired and put his head on the pillow.

Vocabulary
Up With Words

2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Up With Words

• They __________________________ the building due to its
dangerous conditions.

• They left the building due to its dangerous conditions.

• She __________________________ that the news will
be good.

• She expects that the news will be good.

• The mission was __________________________ so they
headed for home.

• The mission was successful so they headed for home.

Vocabulary
V.036.AM1b
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V.036.AM1c

• The baby __________________________ and you can
hardly hear him.

• The baby cries weakly and you can hardly hear him.

• She is __________________________ for class every day.

• She is late for class every day.

• This is a __________________________ computer because
it can do more.

• This is a higher quality computer because it can do more.

Vocabulary
Up With Words
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Up With Words

• The directions were __________________________ and we
got lost.

• The directions were confusing and we got lost.

• The answers he gave us were ________________________ .

• The answers he gave us were correct.

• The grass __________________________ with the dew on it.

• The grass looked wet and shiny with the dew on it.

Vocabulary
V.036.AM1d
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Vocabulary
V.036.AM2

Up With Words

drowsy
protested
trickled
glistened
accomplished
anticipates
abandoned
whimpers
tardy
superior
accurate
perplexing
small word cards
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Vocabulary

•

•

•

•

•
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V.036.AM3

Up With Words
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Vocabulary
Words in Context

V.037

Choice Meanings

Objective
The student will identify the meaning of words in context.

Materials
Meaning cards (Activity Master V.037.AM1a - V.037.AM1b)
These are marked with a number that corresponds to the question cards.
If words in this activity are not appropriate for your students, use words that are more applicable.
Question cards (Activity Master V.037.AM2)
Underlined word is the answer.
Look at the watermark number on the front and write the same number on the back of the card.

Activity
Students use meanings of words to answer questions.
1. Place question cards face down in rows. Place meaning cards face down in a stack.
2. Working in pairs, student one selects the top card from the meaning card stack and tells
student two the number on the card. Student two looks for the question card with the
matching number and picks it up without revealing it to student one.
3. Student one reads each word and meaning aloud. Student two reads the question aloud.
4. Student one answers the question by choosing the best word. Student two checks to see if
the answer is correct by looking at the underlined word.
5. If correct, student two gives the question card to student one who places the cards down
together and face up. If incorrect, student two states the correct answer, gives the card to
student one who places it down with the meaning card face up.
6. Reverse roles and continue until all cards are read.
7. Peer evaluation

“If a man completes a
marathon, is he a capable
or an available runner?”

“He’s capable. That
means that he was able
to run the marathon.”

5
6

7

8

Extensions and Adaptations
Write more meaning cards (Activity Masters V.037.AM3) and question cards
(Activity Master V.001.AM4).
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Vocabulary

1
2
3
4

V.037.AM1a

Choice Meanings

capable means able to do something
available means able to be used
or obtained
introduce means to present someone
or something
inspect means to look at something carefully
respond means to act or do something as a
reaction to something else
permit means to make something possible

assure means to overcome somebody’s doubt
disappoint means to not be as good as
was hoped

meaning cards
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Vocabulary

5
6
7
8

V.037.AM1b

Choice Meanings

concentrate means to think intensely
about something
glance means to look at something quickly

donate means to give
conserve means to use sparingly

dismiss means to give permission to leave
recognize means to identify somebody

inspire means to stimulate (motivate) somebody
to do something
resemble means to be like somebody

meaning cards
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Vocabulary

1
3
5
7

Choice Meanings

If a man completes a
marathon is he a
capable or an
available runner?
Does a police officer
permit or respond
when there is an
emergency?

2
4
6
8

V.037.AM2

If I want you to meet
a friend of mine do I
want to introduce or
inspect him?

Will the doctor
dissapoint or assure
the patient by telling
her she will get well?

If a student is studying
Is turning water off
for a test, should he
while brushing your
concentrate or glance
teeth a way to donate
at the information he
or conserve water?
is reading?
Does a teacher
dismiss or recognize Is it difficult to tell twins
the students when the
apart who inspire or
bell rings at the end of resemble each other?
the day?

question cards
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Vocabulary
V.037.AM3

Choice Meanings

#

#

#

#

blank meaning cards
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Fluency
Words

F.006

Give Me Five

Objective
The student will gain speed and accuracy in reading words.

Materials
High frequency word cards (Activity Master F.006.AM1a - F.006.AM1g)
These are 140 multisyllabic words found in the first 500 high frequency words.
Timer (e.g., digital)
Words correct per minute record (Activity Master F.006.AM2)
Pencils

Activity
Students take turns reading word cards in a timed group activity.
1. Place word cards face down in a stack. Provide each group of students with a timer and one
words correct per minute record.
2. Student one sets the timer for one minute, picks up the first word card from the stack, reads it
aloud, and places it in the discard pile. If unable to read a word on the card, makes attempts
while another student counts to five. If still unable to read it, places it under the stack.
3. As soon as the card is placed in the discard pile, the next student quickly picks up a word card
from the stack and reads it.
4. Students continue to pick up cards and read the words until the timer rings.
5. Student one counts and records the number of words read in one minute on the group record.
Passes group record and timer to the next student.
6. Repeat the activity, attempting to increase speed and accuracy.
7. Peer evaluation

“country, father, never,
contain, decided”
Words Correct

countr y
father

along
something

never
contain
decided

1st try

example
13

2nd try
3rd try
4th try
5th try

person

Per Minute
words
words
words
words
words

quickly
15

Extensions and Adaptations
Distribute all cards and take turns reading them in sequence. State number and then read words.
Make other high frequency word cards (Activity Master F.006.AM3).
Use phrases and sentences.
Time how long it takes one student to read all word cards (Activity Master F.005.AM3).
4-5 Student Center Activities: Fluency
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Fluency
F.006AM1a

Give Me Five

other

heavy

about

special

many

material

circle

into

include

number

1

people

power

water

among

over

object

order

only

cannot

very

3

2

4

high frequency word cards
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Fluency
F.006.AM1b

Give Me Five

after

thousands

sentence

language

before

explain

government

follow

equation

around

5

another

behind

because

system

different

ago

common

picture

understand

again

7

6

8

high frequency word cards
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Fluency
F.006.AM1c

Give Me Five

away

island

animal

scientists

letter

carefully

machine

mother

inside

answer

9

study

building

America

produce

every

surface

nothing

between

ocean

below

11

10

12

high frequency word cards
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Fluency
F.006.AM1d

Give Me Five

country

inches

father

minutes

never

became

contain

under

decided

story

13

along

correct

something

finally

example

English

person

begin

quickly

always

15

14

16

high frequency word cards
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Fluency
F.006.AM1e

Give Me Five

paper

certain

together

figure

important

notice

upon

until

travel

children

17

began

slowly

river

table

carry

numeral

busy

without

money

second

19

18

20

high frequency word cards
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Fluency
F.006.AM1f

Give Me Five

later

hundred

idea

vowel

enough

morning

pattern

become

against

really

21

almost

several

above

covered

sometimes

listen

toward

mountain

himself

being

23

22

24

high frequency word cards
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Fluency
F.006.AM1g

Give Me Five

family

measure

body

happened

music

products

early

color

remember

question

25

area

during

problem

today

complete

across

however

usually

better

easy

27

26

28

high frequency word cards
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Fluency
F.006.AM2

Give Me Five

Words Correct Per Minute
1st try

words

2nd try

words

3rd try

words

4th try

words

5th try

words

Words Correct Per Minute
1st try

words

2nd try

words

3rd try

words

4th try

words

5th try

words
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Fluency
F.006.AM3

Give Me Five

blank cards
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Fluency
Phrases

F.009

Fleeting Phrases

Objective
The student will gain speed and accuracy in reading phrases.

Materials
YES and NO header cards (Activity Master F.001.AM1)
Phrase cards (Activity Master F.009.AM1a - F.009.AM1f )
Copy on card stock, laminate, and cut. Note: These phrases were developed using high frequency
words.
Phrases correct per minute record (Activity Master F.009.AM2)
Timer (e.g., digital)
Pencils

Activity
Students quickly read phrases on cards in a timed activity.
1. Place header cards face up and timer on a flat surface. Place the phrase cards face down in
a stack. Provide each student with a phrases correct per minute record.
2. Taking turns, student one sets the timer for one minute, selects the top card, holds it up
for partner to see, and prompts partner to read the phrase.
3. If all the words in the phrase are read correctly, student one places the card in a pile on the
“YES” card. If one or more words in the phrase are read incorrectly, places it in a pile on
the “NO” card.
4. Continues until the timer rings. Count the phrase cards in the “YES” pile and record the
number on the phrases correct per minute record. Read phrases in the “NO” pile together.
5. Repeat the activity at least two more times attempting to increase speed and accuracy.
6. Reverse roles.
7. Peer evaluation

“an important idea!”

Phrases Correct Per Minute
1st try

phrases

2 try

phrases

3 try

phrases

4th try

phrases

5 try

phrases

nd

an important idea

rd

th

YES

NO

ude

remember to incl

header

header

Extensions and Adaptations
Make other phrase cards (Activity Master F.008.AM1).
Graph individual words read correctly (Activity Masters F.007.SS1, F.007.SS2, F.007.SS3).
Identify and read sentences in text in which phrasing makes a difference in meaning
(e.g., Fruit flies like a banana. Depending on phrasing, flies is either a noun or a verb).
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Fluency
F.009.AM1a

Fleeting Phrases

several years ago

between the lines

remember to include

along the river

during certain times

never say never

before and after

among the family

phrase cards
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Fluency
F.009.AM1b

Fleeting Phrases

really easy

body of water

enough money

cannot understand you

able to explain

usually order

today began slowly

again and again

phrase cards
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Fluency
F.009.AM1c

Fleeting Phrases

a number of people

just minutes away

answer the question

an important idea

your mother and father

give me an example

measure in inches

before you begin

phrase cards
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Fluency
F.009.AM1d

Fleeting Phrases

complete the sentence

a common color

listen carefully

every second counts

better late than never

something special

circle the letter

almost always

phrase cards
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Fluency
F.009.AM1e

Fleeting Phrases

below the surface

early in the morning

the story is about

go inside the building

correct the paper

over and under

it finally happened

figure out the problem

phrase cards
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Fluency
F.009.AM1f

Fleeting Phrases

across the ocean

too heavy to carry

children study together

travel across the country

nothing was decided

many different animals

covered the table

sometimes you notice

phrase cards
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Fluency
F.009.AM2

Fleeting Phrases

Phrases Correct Per Minute
1st try

phrases

2nd try

phrases

3rd try

phrases

4th try

phrases

5th try

phrases

Phrases Correct Per Minute
1st try

phrases

2nd try

phrases

3rd try

phrases

4th try

phrases

5th try

phrases
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Fluency
Phrases

F.010

Phrase Haste

Objective
The student will gain speed and accuracy in reading phrases.

Materials
Phrase practice sheets (Activity Master F.010.AM1a - F.010.AM1b)
These sheets consist of phrases using high frequency words. Select target practice sheet.
Make two copies of each sheet and laminate.
Phrases correct per minute record (Activity Master F.009.AM2)
Timer (e.g., digital)
Vis-à-Vis® markers
Pencils

Activity
Students quickly read phrases in a timed activity.
1. Place timer on a flat surface. Provide each student with a copy of the phrase practice sheet,
Vis-à-Vis® marker, and a phrases correct per minute record.
2. Taking turns, students read the phrases aloud to each other.
3. Student one sets the timer for one minute and tells student two to “begin.”
4. Student two reads across the page while student one follows on her copy and uses a Vis-à-Vis®
marker to mark any words in the phrases that are read incorrectly. If all the phrases on the
sheet are read, goes back to the top and rereads phrases.
5. Continues until the timer rings. Student one marks the last word read. Student two counts
the number of total phrases read correctly. Note: To count the phrase as correct, all the
words in the phrase must be read correctly.
6. Student two records the number of phrases read correctly on her phrases correct per
minute record.
7. Repeat the activity at least two more times attempting to increase speed and accuracy.
8. Reverse roles.
9. Peer evaluation
Fluency
1

Phrases Correct

F.010.AM1a

Phrase Haste

a number of people

body of water

remember to include

just minutes away

enough money

along the river

answer the question

cannot understand you

during certain times

an important idea

able to explain

never say never

your mother and father

usually order

before and after

give me an example

today began slowly

among the family

measure in inches

again and again

it happened quicky

before you begin

several years ago

thousands of questions

really easy

between the lines

answer must contain

1st try
2nd try

(9)

(18)

Per Minute
phrases
phrases

3rd try

phrases

4th try

phrases

5th try

phrases

(27)

common phrases
Fluency
4-5 Student Center Activities:
for Reading Research
2007 The Florida Center

Extensions and Adaptations
Use other phrases.
Graph individual words read correctly (Activity Masters F.007.SS1, F.007.SS2, F.007.SS3,
F.007.SS4, and F.007.SS5).
Read idioms in a timed activity (Activity Master F.010.AM2). Discuss meanings of the idioms.
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Fluency
F.010.AM1a

Phrase Haste

1

a number of people

body of water

remember to include

just minutes away

enough money

along the river

answer the question

cannot understand you

during certain times

an important idea

able to explain

never say never

your mother and father

usually order

before and after

give me an example

today began slowly

among the family

measure in inches

again and again

it happened quicky

before you begin

several years ago

thousands of questions

really easy

between the lines

answer must contain

(9)

(18)

(27)

common phrases
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Fluency
F.010.AM1b

2

Phrase Haste

complete the sentence

early in the morning

children study together

a common color

the story is about

travel across the country

listen carefully

go inside the building

nothing was decided

every second counts

correct the paper

many different animals

better late than never

over and under

covered the table

something special

it finally happened

sometimes you notice

circle the letter

figure out the problem

finally decided upon

almost always

across the ocean

until the very end

below the surface

too heavy to carry

another way around

(9)

(18)

(27)

common phrases
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Fluency
F.010.AM2

Phrase Haste

3

bark up the wrong tree

get cold feet

measure up to the task

bird’s eye view

glued to his seat

off the top of my head

burn the midnight oil

had her hands full

raining cats and dogs

crack a smile

had us in stitches

root for the underdog

doesn’t hold water

has a green thumb

skating on thin ice

drop me a line

let the cat out of the bag

speak my mind

felt like a million dollars

know the ropes

spilled the beans

fish out of water

get the ball rolling

state-of-the-art

forever and a day

like a broken record

wrong side of the bed

(9)

(18)

(27)

idioms
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Fluency
Chunked Text

F.011

Reading Chunks

Objective
The student will read with proper phrasing, intonation, and expression in chunked text.

Materials
Chunked passage (Activity Master F.011.AM1)
Make two copies and laminate.
Original passage (Activity Master F.011.AM2)
Make two copies and laminate.

Activity
Students read text which has been divided into meaningful chunks, then reread it fluently
without the slash marks.
1. Rank students by reading ability from highest performing to lowest performing. Split
the class in half and pair the top ranked high-performing student with the top ranked
low-performing student. Continue pairing in that order.
2. Provide each student with a copy of the passage.
3. Working together, student one (higher performing student) reads the entire passage with
intonation and expression while pausing briefly between chunks (or phrases) at slash marks.
4. Student two (lower performing student) then reads the same passage with intonation and
expression while pausing briefly between chunks (or phrases) at slash marks.
5. Student one reads the passage without the slash marks using proper phrasing, intonation,
and expression.
6. Student two reads the same passage without the slash marks using proper phrasing,
intonation, and expression.
7. Reverse roles and repeat activity.
8. Peer evaluation
Fluency

Fluency
F.011.AM2

F.011.AM1

Reading Chunks

Reading Chunks

Harry’s Hiccups

Harry’s Hiccups

What started out / as a typical day / would soon turn into / one of the
most unusual days / Harry ever had. // His mom came in / and woke him up at
7:00 / so he could get ready for school. // Breakfast was the same cereal / he
ate every day / along with his banana / and glass of juice. // As he left, / he
grabbed his homework and backpack. // He reminded his mom / that he had a

What started out as a typical day would soon turn into one
of the
most unusual days Harry ever had. His mom came in and
woke him
up at 7:00 so he could get ready for school. Breakfast was
the same
cereal he ate every day along with his banana and glass
of juice. As
he left, he grabbed his homework and backpack. He reminded
his mom
that he had a baseball game that night.

He was on the bus / when they began. // He was involved in a
conversation  / with his friends when, / out of nowhere, / he began to hiccup.   //
He excused himself / and thought that would be the end of it. // Instead, / it
was only the beginning. // He hiccupped again and again until, / finally, / one
of his friends said, / “Okay, Harry enough. // You’re starting to bother me / and
everyone else on the bus.”// The problem was / they weren’t small inaudible
hiccups. // No, / they were loud enough / for everyone to hear. // They also got

He was on the bus when they began. He was involved in a
conversation with his friends when, out of nowhere, he began
to hiccup.
He excused himself and thought that would be the end of
it. Instead, it
was only the beginning. He hiccupped again and again until,
finally,
one of his friends said, “Okay, Harry enough. You’re starting
to bother
me and everyone else on the bus.” The problem was they
weren’t small
inaudible hiccups. No, they were loud enough for everyone
to hear.
They also got to be painful.

baseball game that night. //

to be painful. //

/ so he sat at a table by himself. //

The hiccups persisted throughout the day. This had never
happened to Harry before. His teacher tried to be understanding
and suggested he get some water. When that didn’t work,
one of the
students tried to startle him as a way to stop the hiccups.
Another
student suggested he breathe into a bag. None of these remedies
worked. Harry continued to hiccup. When they got to be
too loud,
everyone decided he should go see the nurse. His classmates
did not
want to be rude, but no one wanted to sit with him at lunch,
so he sat at
a table by himself.

Harry thought the hiccups / might go away / when he started playing
baseball. // But, / instead, / he hiccupped and struck out. // The coach told
Harry  / it probably would be better / if he sat out / the rest of the game. // That
night / when he tried to do his homework, / all he could do was hiccup. // What
if he had the hiccups / for the rest of his life? // Upset and worn out, / Harry went
to bed. // The last thing he remembered / was hiccupping. // The next morning /
when he woke up / he opened his eyes and inhaled. // All was normal. // Harry
was happy / to be quiet that day. //

Harry thought the hiccups might go away when he started
playing
baseball. But, instead, he hiccupped and struck out. The
coach told
Harry it probably would be better if he sat out the rest of the
game. That
night when he tried to do his homework, all he could do was
hiccup.
What if he had the hiccups for the rest of his life? Upset and
worn out,
Harry went to bed. The last thing he remembered was hiccupping.
The
next morning when he woke up he opened his eyes and inhaled.
All was
normal. Harry was happy to be quiet that day.

The hiccups persisted / throughout the day. // This had never happened  /
to Harry before. // His teacher tried to be understanding / and suggested he get
some water. // When that didn’t work, / one of the students / tried to startle him /
as a way to stop the hiccups. // Another student suggested he breathe / into a
bag.  // None of these remedies worked. // Harry continued to hiccup. // When
they got to be too loud, / everyone decided he should go / see the nurse. // His
classmates did not want to be rude, / but no one wanted to sit with him at lunch,
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Extensions and Adaptations
Chunk and read other passages according to instructional-independent reading level range.
Repeat using a timer.
Read passage divided line-by-line in a chunked format (Activity Master F.011.AM3) and
reread in original format (Activity Master F.011.AM4).
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Fluency
F.011.AM1

Reading Chunks

Harry’s Hiccups
What started out / as a typical day / would soon turn into / one of the
most unusual days / Harry ever had. // His mom came in / and woke him up at
7:00 / so he could get ready for school. // Breakfast was the same cereal / he
ate every day / along with his banana / and glass of juice. // As he left, / he
grabbed his homework and backpack. // He reminded his mom / that he had a
baseball game that night. //
He was on the bus / when they began. // He was involved in a
conversation  / with his friends when, / out of nowhere, / he began to hiccup.   //
He excused himself / and thought that would be the end of it. // Instead, / it
was only the beginning. // He hiccupped again and again until, / finally, / one
of his friends said, / “Okay, Harry enough. // You’re starting to bother me / and
everyone else on the bus.”// The problem was / they weren’t small inaudible
hiccups. // No, / they were loud enough / for everyone to hear. // They also got
to be painful. //
The hiccups persisted / throughout the day. // This had never happened  /
to Harry before. // His teacher tried to be understanding / and suggested he get
some water. // When that didn’t work, / one of the students / tried to startle him /
as a way to stop the hiccups. // Another student suggested he breathe / into a
bag.  // None of these remedies worked. // Harry continued to hiccup. // When
they got to be too loud, / everyone decided he should go / see the nurse. //
His classmates did not want to be rude, / but no one wanted to sit with him at
lunch, / so he sat at a table by himself. //
Harry thought the hiccups / might go away / when he started playing
baseball. // But, / instead, / he hiccupped and struck out. // The coach told
Harry  / it probably would be better / if he sat out / the rest of the game. // That
night / when he tried to do his homework, / all he could do was hiccup. // What
if he had the hiccups / for the rest of his life? // Upset and worn out, / Harry went
to bed. // The last thing he remembered / was hiccupping. // The next morning /
when he woke up / he opened his eyes and inhaled. // All was normal. // Harry
was happy / to be quiet that day. //
2007 The Florida Center for Reading Research
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Fluency
F.011.AM2

Reading Chunks

Harry’s Hiccups
What started out as a typical day would soon turn into one of the
most unusual days Harry ever had. His mom came in and woke him up
at 7:00 so he could get ready for school. Breakfast was the same cereal
he ate every day along with his banana and glass of juice. As he left,
he grabbed his homework and backpack. He reminded his mom that he
had a baseball game that night.
He was on the bus when they began. He was involved in a
conversation with his friends when, out of nowhere, he began to hiccup.
He excused himself and thought that would be the end of it. Instead, it
was only the beginning. He hiccupped again and again until, finally,
one of his friends said, “Okay, Harry enough. You’re starting to bother
me and everyone else on the bus.” The problem was they weren’t small
inaudible hiccups. No, they were loud enough for everyone to hear.
They also got to be painful.
The hiccups persisted throughout the day. This had never
happened to Harry before. His teacher tried to be understanding
and suggested he get some water. When that didn’t work, one of the
students tried to startle him as a way to stop the hiccups. Another
student suggested he breathe into a bag. None of these remedies
worked. Harry continued to hiccup. When they got to be too loud,
everyone decided he should go see the nurse. His classmates did not
want to be rude, but no one wanted to sit with him at lunch, so he sat at
a table by himself.
Harry thought the hiccups might go away when he started playing
baseball. But, instead, he hiccupped and struck out. The coach told
Harry it probably would be better if he sat out the rest of the game. That
night when he tried to do his homework, all he could do was hiccup.
What if he had the hiccups for the rest of his life? Upset and worn out,
Harry went to bed. The last thing he remembered was hiccupping. The
next morning when he woke up he opened his eyes and inhaled. All was
normal. Harry was happy to be quiet that day.
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Fluency
F.011.AM3

Reading Chunks

Cooking Up Trouble
Jill and her dad
went to the bakery
for breakfast.
Jill could see the baker
placing trays
in the massive oven.
The baker asked Jill
if she would like
a tour of the kitchen.
Jill smiled
and said, “Yes!”
The baker demonstrated
how the large mixer worked,
showed them the oven,
and the huge baker’s
preparation table.
Then the baker told them
how he combines the ingredients
to make the dough.
As Jill listened,
the glistening switch
on the giant mixing machine
caught her eye.
She extended her hand
and flipped the switch.
“Whir!” went the machine.
The baker, Jill, and her dad
tried to dart
out of the way.
Chocolate cake batter splattered
around the room

and all over Jill.
The baker lunged
toward the machine
and turned it off.
Jill wanted to cry
and was afraid
to look at her dad
or the baker.
Unexpectedly the baker
started to laugh.
Then, Jill’s dad
started to laugh.
Jill still felt dreadful,
but she began to giggle too.
Jill’s dad sat
and had a cup of coffee
while Jill cleaned up
the chocolate cake batter.
When she had completed the job,
she asked the baker
to accept her apology
for making the mess.
He smiled and said,
“That’s okay.”
Then, he offered her a box
to take with her.
When she got outside the bakery,
she peered in the box
to see a huge piece
of chocolate cake.
Jill smiled.
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Fluency
F.011.AM4

Reading Chunks

Cooking Up Trouble
J i l l a n d h e r d a d w e nt to the baker y for breakfast. Jill could
s e e t h e b a ke r p l a c i n g t r ays in the massive oven. The baker asked
J i l l i f s h e w o u l d l i ke a t o ur of the kitchen. Jill smiled and said,
“ Ye s ! ”
Th e b a ke r d e m on s t r ated ho w the lar ge m ixer wo r ked, showe d
t h e m t h e ov e n, a n d t h e huge baker ’ s pr epar atio n table. T he n the
b a ke r t o l d t h e m h o w h e combines the ingredients to make the
d o u g h . A s J i l l l i s t e n e d , t h e glistening switch on the giant mixing
m a c h i n e c a u g h t h e r e y e . She extended her hand and flipped the
s w i t c h . “ W h i r ! ” w e n t t h e m ac hine.
T h e b a ke r, J i l l , a n d her dad tried to dar t out of the way.
C h o c o l a t e c a ke b a t t e r s plattered around the room and al l over
Ji l l . Th e b a ke r l u n g e d t owar d the m ac hine a tur ned it o ff. Ji l l
w an t e d t o c r y a n d w a s a fr aid to lo o k at her dad o r the ba ke r. Une x p e c t e d l y t h e b a ke r s t a r ted to laugh. Then, Jill’s dad star ted to
l au gh . J i l l s t i l l f e l t d r e a d f ul, but she began to giggle to o.
J i l l ’ s d a d s a t a n d h ad a cup of coffee while Jill cleaned up
t h e c h o c o l a t e c a ke b a t t er. When she had completed the job, she
a s ke d t he b a ke r t o a c c e pt her apology for making the mess. He
s m i l e d a n d s a i d , “ T h a t ’ s okay.” Then, he offered her a box to take
w i t h h e r. W h e n s h e g o t o utside the baker y, she peered in the box
t o s ee a h u g e p i e c e of cho c o late c ake. J ill sm iled.
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Fluency
Chunked Text

F.012

Division Decisions

Objective
The student will read with proper phrasing, intonation, and expression in chunked text.

Materials
Passage (Activity Master F.012.AM1)
Make two copies and laminate. Note: Several sentences have slashes to help students get started.
Vis-à-Vis® markers

Activity
Students divide text into meaningful parts and then read it fluently.
1. Rank students by reading ability from highest performing to lowest performing. Split
the class in half and pair the top ranked high-performing student with the top ranked
low-performing student. Continue pairing in that order.
2. Provide each student with a copy of the text.
3. Working together, students determine text chunks and indicate using slash marks. Put
single slashes (/) to denote short pauses and double slashes (//) to denote end of sentence.
4. Student one (higher performing student) reads the text with proper intonation and
expression while pausing briefly between chunks (or phrases) as denoted by slash marks.
5. Student two (lower performing student) listens and checks for designated phrasing.
Repeats the reading using proper intonation, expression, and phrasing.
6. Reverse roles and repeat activity.
7. Peer evaluation
Fluency
Division Decisions

F.012.AM1

Feline Flees
/ an
Samantha was an orange, / fat feline. // She lived inside
/
enormous house / that was located / next to a river. // Everyday,
// Although
window.
the
/out
stared
and
/
chair
a
in
lounged
Samantha
/ to
desire
a
she was usually content / with this activity, / she often had
Matt, never
go outside / to explore and play. // But Samantha’s owner,
she
window,
the
out
allowed her to go outside. As Samantha gazed
She watched
daydreamed about venturing into the great outdoors.
the yard. She
the river flow, birds fly in the air, and rabbits run through
she could go
would relax in the chair and think about the day when
She
outside.
get
to
way
a
outside. She decided she would contrive
than sitting
became convinced that she would have more fun outside
on a chair inside.
to
The next day, Samantha sat by the door as Matt got ready
keys, she had
leave. Samantha knew that when Matt picked up the car
Matt
to make her move! She sat by the door and waited patiently.
the doorknob
picked up his car keys, moved toward the door, turned
bolted out of the
and opened the door. At that same instant, Samantha
to run
began
She
free!
was
she
it;
believe
couldn’t
house. Samantha
to chase
as fast as she could. She was going to have the opportunity
Suddenly,
river.
the
beside
grass
the
in
lounge
and
rabbits
and
birds
stop or else
something made Samantha come to a halt. She had to
all; she was still
she would run into the garage door! She wasn’t free at
inside the garage.
silly
Matt chuckled as he picked up Samantha and said, “You
where you are
cat, you could get hurt if you went outside. Stay inside
her on the big
safe.” Matt carried Samantha into the house and placed
and told her he
chair next to the window. Matt patted Samantha’s head
day looking out
would be home after work. So, Samantha spent another
escape again
to
try
to
determined
was
the window and scheming. She
when Matt got home.
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Extensions and Adaptations
Erase slash marks and read fluently.
Use other passages and highlight every other phrase in the text and then read fluently.
Use other passages according to instructional-independent reading level range.
Repeat using a timer.
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Fluency
F.012.AM1

Division Decisions

Feline Flees
Samantha was an orange, / fat feline. // She lived inside / an
enormous house / that was located / next to a river. // Everyday, /
Samantha lounged on a chair / and stared /out the window. // Although
she was usually content / with this activity, / she often had a desire / to
go outside / to explore and play. // But Samantha’s owner, Matt, never
allowed her to go outside. As Samantha gazed out the window, she
daydreamed about venturing into the great outdoors. She watched
the river flow, birds fly in the air, and rabbits run through the yard. She
would relax on the chair and think about the day when she could go
outside. She decided she would contrive a way to get outside. She
became convinced that she would have more fun outside than sitting
on a chair inside.
The next day, Samantha sat by the door as Matt got ready to
leave. Samantha knew that when Matt picked up the car keys, she
had to make her move! She sat by the door and waited patiently. Matt
picked up his car keys, moved toward the door, turned the doorknob
and opened the door. At that same instant, Samantha bolted out of the
house. Samantha couldn’t believe it; she was free! She began to run
as fast as she could. She was going to have the opportunity to chase
birds and rabbits and lounge in the grass beside the river. Suddenly,
something made Samantha come to a halt. She had to stop or else
she would run into the garage door! She wasn’t free at all; she was still
inside the garage.
Matt chuckled as he picked up Samantha and said, “You silly cat,
you could get hurt if you went outside. Stay inside where you are safe.”
Matt carried Samantha into the house and placed her on the big chair
next to the window. Matt patted Samantha’s head and told her he
would be home after work. So, Samantha spent another day looking
out the window and scheming. She was determined to try to escape
again when Matt got home.
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Fluency
Chunked Text

F.013

Chunk It Up

Objective
The student will read with proper phrasing, intonation, and expression in chunked text.

Materials
Tent card (Activity Master F.013.AM1)
Passage (Activity Master F.013.AM2)
Make two copies and laminate. Optional: Provide each student a paper copy of the text to turn in.
Vis-à-Vis® markers

Activity
Students divide text into meaningful parts and then read it fluently.
1. Rank students by reading ability from highest performing to lowest performing. Split
the class in half and pair the top ranked high-performing student with the top ranked
low-performing student. Continue pairing in that order.
2. Place tent card so both students can read it. Provide each student with a copy of the text
and a Vis-à-Vis® marker.
3. Working together, students determine text chunks and indicate using slash marks. Put
single slashes (/) to denote short pauses and double slashes (//) to denote end of sentence.
Refer to tent card, as necessary.
4. Student one (higher performing student) reads the text with proper intonation and
expression while pausing briefly between chunks (or phrases) as denoted by slash marks.
5. Student two (lower performing student) repeats the reading using proper intonation,
expression, and phrasing.
6. Reverse roles and repeat the activity.
7. Peer evaluation

A Moving Story
week,
Marty had lived in Happyville since she was born. Next
miles away to
however, Marty and her family were moving over 1000
reasons. She
Washington. Marty despised the idea of moving for many
the soccer team
was sad to be leaving her best friend. She played on
not be sleeping in
for two years and hated leaving her team. She would
by herself. She just
her bedroom which she loved and had decorated all
hated the whole thing.
be good
Marty’s dad had gotten a new job and said it would
would be lots of
for the entire family. Her mother told Marty that there
too young to
new things to do and people to meet. Her brother was
not know anyone
understand. How could this be good when she would

and when she would have to go to a brand new school?
on
The whole situation was worse because they were moving
to spend the day
Marty’s birthday! She was going to turn 11 and wanted
birthday packing
with her friends. Instead, she was going to spend her
truck. What about
and watching the contents of the house be put on a
What about
her party? What about spending the day with her friends?

what she wanted? No one ever asked what she wanted.
approach.
One morning Marty woke up and decided to try a new
be a good
She would make a plan about how this could actually
and take pictures
thing. The first thing she did was borrow the camera
house, her
of everything that was familiar to her. This included her
a list of things she
bedroom, her friends, and her school. Then she made
join the soccer
could try when she got to the new town. She would also
to the other kids at
team there. In addition, she would introduce herself
that if she had the
school and try to make friends with them. She knew
right attitude things would turn out fine.

Extensions and Adaptations
Erase slash marks and read fluently.
Use other passages according to instructional-independent reading level range.
Use a tape recorder to record reading.
Repeat using a timer.
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Fluency
F.013.AM1

Chunk It Up

Example:
Mom relaxed / in the chair / and thought / about the day / when she /
could go on vacation. //
•
•
•
•
•

There are no defined rules to separate sentences into phrases.
Most people pause somewhere in the middle of sentences.
Sometimes subjects and predicates are placed in separate phrases.
Prepositional phrases, verb phrases, and noun phrases may signal a pause.
Punctuation marks within and at the end of sentences signal phrases and pauses.

Keep in mind:
1. Place a single slash mark (/) to indicate a short pause at the end of a phrase
within the sentence.
2. Place two slash marks (//) at the end of a sentence to indicate a longer pause.

Divide or chunk sentences into meaningful
phrases to practice fluent reading.

Chunking Text
Chunking Text
Divide or chunk sentences into meaningful
phrases to practice fluent reading.
1. Place a single slash mark (/) to indicate a short pause at the end of a phrase
within the sentence.
2. Place two slash marks (//) at the end of a sentence to indicate a longer pause.

Keep in mind:
•
•
•
•
•

There are no defined rules to separate sentences into phrases.
Most people pause somewhere in the middle of sentences.
Sometimes subjects and predicates are placed in separate phrases.
Prepositional phrases, verb phrases, and noun phrases may signal a pause.
Punctuation marks within and at the end of sentences signal phrases and pauses.

Example:
Mom relaxed / in the chair / and thought / about the day / when she /
could go on vacation. //
4-5 Student Center Activities: Fluency
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Fluency
F.013.AM2

Chunk It Up

A Moving Story
Marty had lived in Happyville since she was born. Next week,
however, Marty and her family were moving over 1000 miles away to
Washington. Marty despised the idea of moving for many reasons. She
was sad to be leaving her best friend. She played on the soccer team
for two years and hated leaving her team. She would not be sleeping in
her bedroom which she loved and had decorated all by herself. She just
hated the whole thing.
Marty’s dad had gotten a new job and said it would be good
for the entire family. Her mother told Marty that there would be lots of
new things to do and people to meet. Her brother was too young to
understand. How could this be good when she would not know anyone
and when she would have to go to a brand new school?
The whole situation was worse because they were moving on
Marty’s birthday! She was going to turn 11 and wanted to spend the day
with her friends. Instead, she was going to spend her birthday packing
and watching the contents of the house be put on a truck. What about
her party? What about spending the day with her friends? What about
what she wanted? No one ever asked what she wanted.
One morning Marty woke up and decided to try a new approach.
She would make a plan about how this could actually be a good
thing. The first thing she did was borrow the camera and take pictures
of everything that was familiar to her. This included her house, her
bedroom, her friends, and her school. Then she made a list of things she
could try when she got to the new town. She would also join the soccer
team there. In addition, she would introduce herself to the other kids at
school and try to make friends with them. She knew that if she had the
right attitude things would turn out fine.
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4-5
Synonyms, Antonyms and
Homographs

:

239

Vocabulary
Word Knowledge

V.001

Synonym Bingo!

Objective
The student will identify synonyms.

Materials
Bingo cards (Activity Master V.001.AM1a - V.001.AM1b)
Each card has different synonyms.
Synonym cards (Activity Master V.001.AM2a - V.001.AM2d)
Counters

Activity
Students match synonyms by playing a bingo-type game.
1. Place the synonym cards face down in a stack. Provide each student with a different bingo
card and counters.
2. Taking turns, students select the top card and read the word (e.g., under).
3. Look for the matching synonym on the bingo card (i.e., below). If there is a match, place
a counter on that synonym and place card in a discard pile. If there is no match, return
card to the bottom of the stack.
4. Continue until one card is covered with counters and a student says “Synonym Bingo!”
5. Peer evaluation

“The words ‘under’
and ‘below’ are
synonyms.”

Extensions and Adaptations
Make other bingo cards (Activity Master V.001.AM3) and synonym cards
(Activity Master V.001.AM4) with different words.
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Vocabulary
V.001.AM1a

Synonym Bingo!

Synonym Bingo!

every

ill

shout

close

agree

heal

late

finish

locate mend fragile often
go

own

help
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Vocabulary
V.001.AM1b

Synonym Bingo!

Synonym Bingo!

below

gift

thin

error

brave

allow

stop

want

try

begin

pair

right

put

hide

huge

near
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Vocabulary
V.001.AM2a

Synonym Bingo!

all

sick

yell

shut

consent

cure

tardy

complete

synonym cards
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Vocabulary
V.001.AM2b

Synonym Bingo!

find

fix

breakable

frequent

leave

possess

assist

construct

synonym cards
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Vocabulary
V.001.AM2c

Synonym Bingo!

start

couple

place

correct

conceal

mistake

courageous

permit

synonym cards
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Vocabulary
V.001.AM2d

Synonym Bingo!

end

close by

desire

immense

slender

present

under

attempt

synonym cards
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Vocabulary
V.001.AM3

Synonym Bingo!

Bingo!
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Vocabulary
V.001.AM4

Synonym Bingo!

blank cards
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Vocabulary
Word Knowledge

V.002

Antonym Dominoes

Objective
The student will identify antonyms.

Materials
Antonym domino cards (Activity Master V.002.AM1a - V.002.AM1b)

Activity
Students match antonyms by playing a domino game.
1. Scatter antonym domino cards face up on a flat surface.
2. Taking turns, student one places the START domino on the table, and reads the word on
the other end of the domino (i.e., awake).
3. Looks for a domino with an antonym (i.e., asleep). Connects it to the domino.
4. Student two reads the word on the other side of the domino (i.e., brave), finds the domino
with a matching antonym (i.e., fearful), and reads the word. Connects it to the domino.
5. Continue until all the dominoes are connected.
6. Peer evaluation

Extensions and Adaptations
Use synonym dominoes (Activity Master V.002.AM2a -V.002.AM2b).
Make other dominoes (Activity Master V.002.AM3).
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Vocabulary

brief
fearful
success
forbid

allow

asleep

brave

Antonym Dominoes

release

long

capture

START

awake

V.002.AM1a

START/awake, asleep/brave, fearful/brief, long/capture, release/allow, forbid/success
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Vocabulary

agree
STOP

coward

argue
hero
polite

question

answer
failure
rude
minus

plus

V.002.AM1b

Antonym Dominoes

failure/answer, question/argue, agree/plus, minus/rude, polite/hero, coward/STOP
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Vocabulary

one
pardon astonish
riches

rage

surprise

Antonym Dominoes - Adaptation (Synonyms)

conceal wealth

single

hide

START

anger

V.002.AM2a

START/anger, rage/surprise, astonish/one, single/hide, conceal/wealth, riches/pardon
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Vocabulary

STOP

empty

turn

V.002.AM2b

record

write
frighten

provide vacant

terrify
revolve

forgive

supply

Antonym Dominoes - Adaptation (Synonyms)

forgive/supply, provide/vacant, empty/turn, revolve/terrify, frighten/write, record/STOP
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Vocabulary
V.002.AM3

START

STOP

Antonym Dominoes

blank dominoes
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Vocabulary
Word Knowledge

V.003

Antonym Concentration

Objective
The student will identify antonyms.

Materials
		Antonym cards (Activity Master V.003.AM1a - V.003.AM1c)

Activity
Students match antonyms by playing a memory game.
1. Place the antonym cards face down in rows on a flat surface.
2. Taking turns, students select two cards and read them.
3. Determine if cards match by being antonyms (e.g., appear, vanish). If there is a match,
pick up cards and place to the side. If cards do not match, return them to their
original places.
4. Continue until all matches are made.
5. Peer evaluation

Extensions and Adaptations
Make other antonym cards (Activity Master V.001.AM4).
Use synonym cards (Activity Master V.003.AM2a - V.003.AM2c).
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Vocabulary
V.003.AM1a

Antonym Concentration

problem

solution

strong

weak

vanish

appear

show

hide

antonym cards
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Vocabulary
V.003.AM1b

Antonym Concentration

raw

cooked

seldom

often

unique

common

vacant

full

antonym cards
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Vocabulary
V.003.AM1c

Antonym Concentration

deep

shallow

complex

simple

fresh

stale

create

destroy

antonym cards
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Vocabulary
Antonym Concentration - Adaptation (Synonyms)

V.003.AM2a

careful

cautious

decrease

lessen

mistake

error

hurry

rush

synonym cards
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Vocabulary
V.003.AM2b

Antonym Concentration - Adaptation (Synonyms)

work

labor

ornament

decoration

answer

solution

pain

ache

synonym cards
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Vocabulary
Antonym Concentration - Adaptation (Synonyms)

V.003.AM2c

bother

annoy

need

require

leave

depart

faithful

loyal

synonym cards
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Vocabulary
Word Knowledge

V.004

Synonym-Antonym Creations

Objective
The student will produce synonyms and antonyms.

Materials
Header cards (Activity Master V.004.AM1)
Word cards (Activity Master V.004.AM2)
Blank synonym and antonym cards (Activity Master V.004.AM3a - V.004.AM3b)
Laminate.
Vis-à-Vis® markers

Activity
Students write synonyms and antonyms to match words by playing a game.
1. Place header cards face up in a row in the following order: SYNONYM, WORD,
ANTONYM. Place word cards face up in a column under the WORD header card.
Mix the blank synonym and antonym cards and place face down in a stack.
2. Taking turns, student one selects the top card from the stack and reads the designation
at the bottom (e.g., antonym).
3. Chooses one of the words in the word column without telling partner (e.g., silent).
4. Writes synonym or antonym, as designated on card, that corresponds to the chosen
word (e.g., loud). 				
5. Hands card to student two who reads the word written on the card, determines which 		
word it corresponds to, and places it beside the word (i.e., under the ANTONYM
header and next to the word silent).
6. Reverse roles and continue until all words have both a synonym and an antonym.
7. Peer evaluation

header

header

header

fast

loud
rare

Extensions and Adaptations
Record synonyms and antonyms next to the words on student sheet
(Activity Master V.004.SS1).
Write synonyms and antonyms of target words (Activity Master V.004.SS2).
4-5 Student Center Activities: Vocabulary
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Vocabulary
V.004.AM1

header

WORD

header

header
header

ANTONYM SYNONYM

Synonym-Antonym Creations

header cards
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Vocabulary
V.004.AM2

Synonym-Antonym Creations

work

rapid
word

silent

word

ordinary
word

powerful

word

rich

word

difficult

word

delete

word

word

word cards
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Vocabulary
V.004.AM3a

Synonym-Antonym Creations

synonym

synonym

synonym

synonym

synonym

synonym

synonym

synonym

blank synonym cards
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Vocabulary
V.004.AM3b

Synonym-Antonym Creations

antonym

antonym

antonym

antonym

antonym

antonym

antonym

antonym

blank antonym cards
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Name
V.004.SS1

Synonym-Antonym Creations

SYNONYM

WORD

ANTONYM

work
rapid
silent
ordinary
powerful
rich
difficult
delete
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Name
V.004.SS2

SYNONYM

Synonym-Antonym Creations

WORD
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Vocabulary
Word Knowledge

V.005

Homograph Hook

Objective
The student will identify the meaning of homographs.

Materials
Homograph cards (Activity Master V.005.AM1)
Meaning cards (Activity Master V.005.AM2a - V.005.AM2b)
Student sheets (Activity Master V.005.SS1a - V.005.SS1b)
There are two different student sheets.
Pencils

Activity
Students match homographs with their corresponding meanings by playing a sorting game.
1. Place homograph cards face up in a column. Place meaning cards face down in a stack.
Provide each student with a different student sheet.
2. Taking turns, students select the top meaning card from the stack and read it
(e.g., inside of a hand).
3. Read the words in the column and determine which word best matches the meaning
(i.e., palm).
4. Place the meaning card to one side of the homograph card. Reread the homograph
and meaning.
5. Continue until each homograph has a meaning card on both sides (i.e., inside of a hand
and a type of a tree).
6. Complete student sheets by writing sentences to match identified meanings.
7. Teacher evaluation

A duck has an orange bill.

I scraped my palm when I fell off of my bike.

Extensions and Adaptations
		Make new homograph and meaning cards (Activity Master V.001.AM4).
Select four other homographs and write corresponding sentences (Activity Master V.005.SS2).
Use cards to play a memory game that matches a homograph to its two meanings.
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Vocabulary
V.005.AM1

Homograph Hook

bill

counter

homograph

palm

homograph

match

homograph

tire

homograph

well

homograph

stable

homograph

pupil

homograph

homograph

homograph cards
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Vocabulary
V.005.AM2a

Homograph Hook

beak

record of
money
owed

one who
counts

long flat
surface in a
kitchen

a type
of tree

inside of
a hand

equal

stick to
light fires

meaning cards
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Vocabulary
V.005.AM2b

Homograph Hook

need rest

rubber
around
a wheel

satisfactory

a hole dug
for water

building
for horses

unchanging

student

part of
the eye

meaning cards
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Name
V.005.SS1a

Homograph Hook

Homograph

Two sentences showing
two different meanings

bill

palm

counter

match
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Name
V.005.SS1b

Homograph

Homograph Hook

Two sentences showing
two different meanings

tire

well

stable

pupil
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Name
V.005.SS2

Homograph Hook

Homograph

Two sentences showing
two different meanings
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Comprehension
Expository Text Structure

C.021

Write Cause or Effect

Objective
The student will identify the relationship between cause and effect.

Materials
Cause and effect cards (Activity Master C.021.AM1a - C.021.AM1c)
Laminate.
Vis-à-Vis® markers
		

Activity
Students write causes and effects by playing a completion game.
1. Place cause and effect cards face down in a stack. Provide students with Vis-à-Vis® markers.
2. Taking turns, students select top card from stack, read the cause or effect on the card
to partner.
3. Think about the possible causes or effects and discuss with partner.
4. Write a corresponding cause or effect on card. Place card face up on a flat surface.
5. Reverse roles and continue until all cards are completed.
6. Peer evaluation

CAUSE:

He completed all
his homework.

EFFECT:

He was allowed to
play with his friends.

Extensions and Adaptations
Record six of the causes and effects on student sheet (Activity Master C.021.SS1).
Write cause or effect on cards and play game (Activity Master C.021.AM2).
Make cause and effect cards to play memory game (Activity Master C.021.AM3).
Record multiple effects for one cause or multiple causes for one effect (C.021.SS2).
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Comprehension
C.021.AM1a

Write Cause or Effect

CAUSE:

CAUSE:

She fell asleep for two
hours in the sun.

He completed all
his homework.

EFFECT:

EFFECT:

CAUSE:

CAUSE:

He climbed the tree.

He was careless and didn't
pay attention while riding
his bicycle.

EFFECT:

EFFECT:

CAUSE:

CAUSE:

Sunlight shone
through the rain.

The car drove over
nails and glass.

EFFECT:

EFFECT:

cause and effect cards
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Comprehension
C.021.AM1b

Write Cause or Effect

CAUSE:

CAUSE:

She helped carry
in the groceries.

He was walking
without any shoes.

EFFECT:

EFFECT:

CAUSE:

CAUSE:

He raised his hand.

EFFECT:
EFFECT:

The water turned
to ice.

CAUSE:

CAUSE:

EFFECT:

EFFECT:

The warning
alarm rang.

He spent two hours
cleaning his room.

cause and effect cards
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Comprehension
C.021.AM1c

Write Cause or Effect

CAUSE:

CAUSE:

EFFECT:

EFFECT:

She had a cast
on her foot.

He was late for school.

CAUSE:

CAUSE:

EFFECT:

EFFECT:

The mouse
got loose.

The food spoiled and
got thrown away.

CAUSE:

CAUSE:

EFFECT:

EFFECT:

They hid behind
the tree.

The power went out.

cause and effect cards
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Name
C.021.SS1

Write Cause or Effect

CAUSE: He climbed the tree.
EFFECT:
CAUSE: Sunlight shone through the rain.
EFFECT:
CAUSE: He was walking without any shoes.
EFFECT:
CAUSE:
EFFECT: They hid behind the tree.
CAUSE:
EFFECT: The power went out.
CAUSE:
EFFECT: He spent two hours cleaning his room.
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Comprehension
C.021.AM2

Write Cause or Effect

CAUSE:

CAUSE:

EFFECT:

EFFECT:

CAUSE:

CAUSE:

EFFECT:

EFFECT:

CAUSE:

CAUSE:

EFFECT:

EFFECT:

blank cause and effect cards
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Comprehension
C.021.AM3

Write Cause or Effect

cause

effect

cause

effect

cause

effect

cause

effect

blank cause and effect cards
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Name
C.021.SS2

Write Cause or Effect

cause

effect

effect

effect

effect

cause

cause

cause

cause

effect
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Comprehension
Expository Text Structure

C.022

Text Structure Sort

Objective
The student will identify text structures.

Materials
Text structure header cards (Activity Master C.022.AM1)
Text structure cards (Activity Master C.022.AM2a - C.022.AM2c)
Note: the numbers of the cards correspond to headers in the following manner:
Cause and Effect – 3, 5, 12; Problem and Solution – 8, 17, 18; Question and Answer – 2, 7, 13;
Compare and Contrast – 1, 6, 11; Description – 4, 14, 16; Sequence – 9, 10, 15.

Activity
Students sort sentences based on the most common text structures using header cards.
1. Place text structure headers face up in a row. Place text structure cards face down in a stack.
2. Taking turns, students select top card from stack and read it to partner.
3. Identify the type of text structure used and place under the corresponding header.
4. Reverse roles and continue until all cards are sorted.
5. Peer evaluation

Problem
and Solution

Cause
and Effect
header

header

If you can't remember
dreams, but want to, keep
a journal by your bed so
that you can record them
as soon as you wake up.

Cats often have lots of
energy and will play for a
long time. As a result, they
take many naps.
5

Compare
and Contrast

Question
and Answer
header

Cats are similar to lions.
They are both felines. They
both have sharp teeth.
However, a cat is much
smaller than a lion.

How long do people sleep
each night? People sleep
an average of eight hours
per night.
8

header

2

1

Description

Sequence

header

header

Different types of
clouds have their own
appearance. For example,
some are wispy and thin
and others are fluffy and
shapely. Some people think
cumulus clouds look like
puffs of cotton.

Clouds are formed in the
following way. First, water
on the ground evaporates
and turns into vapor. Next,
the vapor condenses into
tiny droplets and forms
clouds. Finally, the clouds
lose the water in the form of
precipitation.
9

14

A baby may first toss and
turn when she is put in a
crib for a nap. Second, she
may cry. Not long after that
she will likely close her eyes
and drift off to sleep.

Clouds can cause
turbulence for airplanes, so
consequently pilots may try
to fly above them to avoid
the shaking.

15

18

Extensions and Adaptations
Sort text structure cards by topic.
Write about a topic using each text structure (Activity Master C.022.SS).
Make more text structure cards (Activity Master C.008.AM3) to sort using header cards.
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Comprehension
C.022.AM1

Text Structure Sort

Cause
and Effect

Problem
and Solution

header

Question
and Answer

header

Compare
and Contrast

header

header

Description

Sequence

header

header

text structure header cards
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Comprehension
C.022.AM2a

Text Structure Sort

Cats often have lots of
energy and will play for a
long time. As a result, they
take many naps.

Cats sometimes scratch the
furniture. One solution is to
cover the furniture.

5

Why do cats purr? They purr
when they are happy, but
they may also purr when
they are distressed or as a
way to communicate.

17

Cats are similar to lions.
They are both felines. They
both have sharp teeth.
However, a cat is much
smaller than a lion.

13

1

When a cat is hungry, first
he will look for his master.
Then he will sit next to his
dish until he gets fed.

You can tell when a cat
is angry. Its ears are laid
back and it may hiss.

4

10

text structure cards
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Comprehension
C.022.AM2b

Text Structure Sort

It was 32 degrees
Fahrenheit when
precipitation fell from
the clouds. Since it was
freezing, the precipitation
was in the form of snow.

Clouds can cause
turbulence for airplanes, so
consequently pilots may try
to fly above them to avoid
the shaking.
3

18

All clouds are made
of water droplets. Fog,
however, is a different type
of cloud. The difference
is that fog forms on the
ground and the other
clouds form high in the air.

Why do clouds look white?
Clouds reflect all the colors
in light which gives the
appearance of white.
7

Different types of
clouds have their own
appearance. For example,
some are wispy and thin
and others are fluffy and
shapely. Some people think
cumulus clouds look like
puffs of cotton.

14

11

Clouds are formed in the
following way. First, water
on the ground evaporates
and turns into vapor. Next,
the vapor condenses into
tiny droplets and forms
clouds. Finally, the clouds
lose the water in the form of
precipitation.
9

text structure cards
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Comprehension
C.022.AM2c

Text Structure Sort

If you don't get enough
sleep, then it could affect
your memory, ability to pay
attention, and performance
in school.
12

If you can't remember
dreams, but want to, keep
a journal by your bed so
that you can record them
as soon as you wake up.
8

Animals spend different
amounts of time sleeping.
Humans sleep about eight
hours a day compared
to giraffes who sleep less
than two hours a day. On
the other hand, brown bats
sleep almost 20 hours a day.

How long do people sleep
each night? People sleep
an average of eight hours
per night.
2

Animals sleep in many
positions. For example,
cats and dogs sleep
curled up, as opposed to
horses and birds that sleep
standing. Some animals,
such as bats, sleep
hanging upside down.

16

6

A baby may first toss and
turn when she is put in a
crib for a nap. Second, she
may cry. Not long after that
she will likely close her eyes
and drift off to sleep.
15

text structure cards
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Name
C.022.SS

question and answer
sequence

topic

description

cause and effect

compare and contrast

problem and solution

Text Structure Sort
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Comprehension
Text Analysis

C.027

Matter of Fact or Opinion

Objective
The student will produce facts and opinions.

Materials
Fact and opinion cards (Activity Master C.027.AM1a - C.027.AM1b)
Laminate.
Vis-à-Vis® markers
		

Activity
Students write facts and opinions based on a selected topic.
1. Place fact and opinion cards face down in a stack. Provide each student with a
Vis-à-Vis® marker.
2. Taking turns, student one selects top card from stack and reads the topic and the fact or
opinion designation (printed at the bottom of the card) to partner (e.g., spider, opinion).
3. Writes a fact or opinion sentence that corresponds to the designation. For example, Spiders
are beautiful and interesting.
4. Explains why it is a fact or opinion. For example, "This is my opinion, because someone else
might think that spiders are ugly and scary."
5. Reverse roles.
6. Continue until all cards are used. Pair fact and opinion sentences about the same topic
together and discuss the differences between the facts and opinions.
7. Peer evaluation

spiders

spiders

Spiders are beautiful
and interesting.

Spiders have eight legs.
fact

opinion

Extensions and Adaptations
Record facts and opinions on student sheet (Activity Masters C.027.SS1).
Make more fact and opinion cards (Activity Master C.027.AM2).
Write more facts and opinions according to new topics (Activity Master C.027.SS2).
Write facts and opinions (Activity Master C.005.AM3) and sort (Activity Master C.027.AM3).
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Comprehension
C.027.AM1a

Matter of Fact or Opinion

homework

homework
fact

opinion

vacations

vacations
fact

opinion

sports

sports
fact

opinion

snacks

snacks
fact

opinion

fact and opinion cards
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Comprehension
C.027.AM1b

Matter of Fact or Opinion

computer
games

computer
games
fact

opinion

exercise

exercise
fact

spiders

opinion

spiders
fact

music

opinion

music
fact

opinion

fact and opinion cards
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Name
C.027.SS1

Matter of Fact or Opinion

Topic

Fact or
Opinion

homework

opinion

vacations

fact

sports

opinion

snacks

fact

exercise

opinion

computer
games

fact

spiders

opinion

music

fact
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Comprehension
C.027.AM2

Matter of Fact or Opinion

fact

opinion

fact

opinion

fact

opinion

fact

opinion

blank fact and opinion cards
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Name
C.027.SS2

Matter of Fact or Opinion

Topic

Fact or
Opinion

peanut butter

opinion

books

fact

math

opinion

weather

fact

snakes

opinion

ocean

fact

rules or laws

opinion

cars

fact
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Comprehension
C.027.AM3

Matter of Fact or Opinion

FACT
header

OPINION
header

header cards
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Comprehension
Text Analysis

C.028

More Incredible Inferences

Objective
The student will identify inferences.

Materials
Inference triangles (Activity Master C.028.AM1a - C.028.AM1b)
Inference cards (Activity Master C.028.AM2a - C.028.AM2c)
Answer key (Activity Master C.028.AM3a - C.028.AM3b)
An answer key is provided for optional use.
Game pieces (e.g., counters)

Activity
Students identify inferences by reading clues.
1. Place inference cards face down in a stack. Provide each student with a different inference
triangle and game pieces.
2. Taking turns, students select a card from the stack and read it.
3. Look for phrase on triangle that answers the question. Read phrase and place game piece on
that spot. Place inference card in a discard pile.
4. If no phrase is found which answers question, place trivia card at the bottom of the stack.
5. Continue activity until all matches are made.
6. Peer evaluation

she was sick
and would
be absent
no one
was home
planetarium

hurricane

What was the bear getting ready to do?

someone broke
a glass beaker

by the
window

fair or carnival

The bear ate lots of nuts and fish. Her
fur got thick. She prepared her den. The
leaves fell from the trees and the days
turned colder.

put on two
different shoes

wedding

football
game

go on
a picnic

B

A

post
office

running

someone made
cookies

to buy a
bike

a snake

dentist’s
office

hibernate

carpenter

whether or
not to cheat

“hibernate”

Extensions and Adaptations
Make other inference triangles and cards (Activity Master C.027.AM4).
Look at pictures from magazines, books, or other text and write inferences.
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Comprehension
C.028.AM1a

fair or carnival

post
office

running

wedding

carpenter

hibernate

a snake

to buy a
bike

someone made
cookies

A

by the
window

More Incredible Inferences

inference triangle A
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planetarium

hurricane

she was sick
and would
be absent

whether or
not to cheat

no one
was home

dentist’s
office

More Incredible Inferences

someone broke
a glass beaker

put on two
different shoes

football
game

go on
a picnic

B

Comprehension
C.028.AM1b

inference triangle B
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Comprehension
C.028.AM2a

More Incredible Inferences

The room was a mess! Pots and pans
were piled in the sink. Drawers and
cabinets were flung open. Chocolate
chips dotted the floor and empty
cartons were on a sticky counter, but
the smell was delicious.

The young woman looked down at her
long dress. She felt like a princess. She
and the others stood in the hall. They
listened to the music. Then she heard
the cue. She walked down the aisle as
she held her flowers.

Why was the room a mess?

What was this event?

The girl saved all her money. It was
exactly what she wanted. She imagined
gliding down the road pedaling
effortlessly. She finally had enough
money to make her dream come true.

The bear ate lots of nuts and fish. Her
fur got thick. She prepared her den. The
leaves fell from the trees and the days
turned colder.
What was the bear getting ready to do?

What was her dream?

The cat stretches and yawns. She strolls
over to her favorite spot. The sun shines
in and makes it very warm. She watches
the birds and squirrels. Sometimes the
fresh air blows in on her. She climbs
up into her soft bed and looks at the
animals for a while. Then she curls up
and goes to sleep.

Mailboxes are lined up outside the
door. There is a long counter inside
with scales. You can buy stamps,
envelopes, and boxes. There are slots
where you can mail a letter and long
rows of boxes where some people go
to pick up their mail.
What is this place?

Where is the cat’s favorite spot?

The man measures the wood and uses
a saw to cut it. He puts the wood in
place and hammers nails into it. He
continues until the entire wall is built.
What is this man’s job?

The boy found it in the middle of the
road on his way home from school. It
was very tiny so he picked it up. He fed it
food for several weeks. Soon, it grew and
got very long.
What did the boy find?

inference cards
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Comprehension
C.028.AM2b

More Incredible Inferences

These athletes train a great deal. They
eat a very healthy diet. Some compete
in short races and others compete in
long races called marathons.

There are many things to see. Many farm
animals are on display. The midway is
full of people playing games and eating
food. There is also a place where you
can go on many different rides.

What is the sport?

The rain was hard and steady. Sue
stomped around the room and checked
the clock every five minutes. The book
that she bought the day before was flung
in the corner beside the picnic basket
and blanket. She stamped her feet and
voiced her displeasure with nature.

What is the place?

The girl showed the lady her ticket. Then
she walked down the stairs and found
her seat. The players ran onto the field.
They got into their positions. The ball went
up in the air and the game began.
Where was the girl?

What plans did Sue have for the day?

Even though the man didn’t want to do
it he knew it had to be done. He picked
up the phone and made the necessary
arrangements. A few hours later, he
found himself in a brightly lit room. He sat
down in the movable chair. The person in
charge bent over him as he began.

People giggled and pointed at her
feet. She didn’t understand until she
looked down. She turned red with
embarrassment. She realized she should
not have gotten dressed in the dark.
Why shouldn’t she have gotten
dressed in the dark?

Where was he?

The waves crashed against the beach.
Thunder cracked and lightning lit the sky.
The wind howled and bent trees over
sideways. People put shutters on their
windows, bought supplies, and were ready.

The decision was difficult. No one would
find out. She was the only one that would
know. It would guarantee her a good
grade, but was it worth it? Would she
really feel proud passing this way?

What were the people expecting?

What was her struggle?

inference cards
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Comprehension
C.028.AM2c

More Incredible Inferences

The students were very quiet when the
teacher walked over to the science
center. The children sat at their desks
and looked down at their hands. No
one made a sound. The teacher looked
around the classroom. Then she saw the
pieces on the floor.

The children looked up at the twinkling
lights. The background was pitch black.
Although the air was a bit cool they
didn’t mind. They were busy looking
at shapes, designs, and even some
streaking lights.
Where were the children?

What happened in the classroom?
The boy rode his bike to his friend’s
house after dinner. When he got there,
he rang the bell. He waited, but no one
came to the door. He looked in the
driveway. The car was not there. There
were no lights on and the windows were
all closed. The boy got back on his bike
and went home.

The girl sneezed. Her dad felt her
forehead and took her temperature.
She told him her throat hurt. He pulled
the blankets over her. He told her to try
to sleep while he called her teacher.
Why did he call her teacher?

What did the boy think?

inference cards
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Comprehension
C.028.AM3a

More Incredible Inferences

Answer Key A
Why was the room a mess?
What was this event?

someone
made cookies
wedding

What was her dream?

to buy a bike

What was the bear
getting ready to do?

hibernate
post office

What is this place?
Where is the cat’s favorite spot?

by the window

What is this man’s job?

carpenter

What did the boy find?

a snake

What is the sport?

running

What is the place?

fair or carnival
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Comprehension
C.028.AM3b

More Incredible Inferences

Answer Key B
What plans did Sue
have for the day?

go on a picnic

Where was the girl?

football game

Where was he?

dentist’s office

Why shouldn’t she have
gotten dressed in the dark?

put on two
different shoes

What were the people expecting?

hurricane
whether or
not to cheat

What was her struggle?

What happened in the classroom? someone broke
a glass beaker
Where were the children?
What did the boy think?
Why did he call her teacher?
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planetarium
no one
was home
she was sick and
would be absent
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C.028.AM4

More Incredible Inferences

blank triangle
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Comprehension
Text Analysis

C.030

What's the Purpose?

Objective
The student will identify the author's purpose.

Materials
Header cards (Activity Master C.030.AM1)
Passage cards (Activity Master C.030.AM2a - C.030.AM2c)
If text in this activity is not appropriate for your students, use text that is more applicable.
Note: The numbers of the cards correspond to headers in the following manner:
Persuade - 1, 8, 11, 16; Inform - 3, 5, 9, 14; Entertain - 2, 4, 6, 13; Explain - 7, 10, 12, 15.

Activity
Students determine author's purpose by sorting passages.
1. Place header cards face up in a row. Place passage cards face down in a stack.
2. Taking turns, students select the top card from the stack and read it aloud.
3. Determine the author's purpose.
4. Place under appropriate header card.
5. Continue until all cards are sorted.
6. Peer evaluation

Persuade

Inform

Explain

Entertain

header

header

Different tools are used to measure
various types of things. For example,
if you want to measure how fast it
takes to run 100 yards you can use a
stopwatch. A thermometer is used to
measure temperature. If you want to
know how many miles you have driven
you use an odometer.

header

header

The three boys walked up to the
deserted house. It was a dark night
and all three were scared, but would
not admit it. They timidly walked up the
steps. All of a sudden, they heard a
loud noise. They turned and ran home.
They would never try that again.

6

5

The doctor told her that she would have
to stay in the hospital for a few days until
they determined what was causing her
stomach pains. He said they ruled out a
couple of ailments such as an ulcer and
appendicitis. Since there were so many
different things that could be causing
her pain he told her it would be best for
her to stay so the doctors could watch
her progress.

10

Extensions and Adaptations
Read passages and write author's purpose (Activity Master C.030.SS).
Write other passage cards to sort (C.008.AM3).
Bring in examples of magazine, newspaper, and other articles to discuss and identify the author's
purpose (i.e., persuade, inform, entertain, or explain).
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Comprehension
C.030.AM1

What's the Purpose?

Persuade
header

Inform
header

Entertain
header

Explain
header
header cards
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Comprehension
C.030.AM2a

What's the Purpose?

If someone says, “Don’t look a gift horse
in the mouth,” that person doesn’t really
think you will receive a horse or try to
open its mouth and look inside. In order
to understand what this idiom means it’s
necessary to know two things. First, a long
time ago, people were sometimes given
a horse as a gift. Second, it is possible
to tell how old a horse is by counting its
teeth. If a person was given a horse and
then counted its teeth it was considered
impolite. This evolved into the current
idiom which means when you receive
something don’t be ungrateful.

The doctor told her that she would have
to stay in the hospital for a few days until
they determined what was causing her
stomach pains. He said they ruled out a
couple of ailments such as an ulcer and
appendicitis. Since there were so many
different things that could be causing
her pain he told her it would be best for
her to stay so the doctors could watch
her progress.

The water cycle has no real beginning or
end. Water in oceans, lakes, and plants
changes into water vapor and seems
to vanish from the earth. This is called
evaporation. The water vapor cools into
tiny droplets which then form clouds. This
is called condensation. When the clouds
become heavy with these droplets, they
fall back to the earth as rain, snow, or
sleet. Precipitation is the name for this
part of the cycle, which then continues.

Fishing can be fun. The first thing you
need to do is bait the hook. Different
types of bait are used depending on
what you want to catch. Then you either
cast the line or drop it into the water. The
third step, which can be the most difficult,
is to wait until you feel a tug on the line.
Then you try to reel or pull in the line. If
you do this all successfully your reward
will be waiting on the end of the line.

7

12

10

15

Summer is the best season of the year.
You can spend all your time outdoors
and not get cold. You can swim and
enjoy many sports that you can’t when
it is winter. There are leaves on the
trees and flowers are in bloom. You
can leave all the windows open in your
house. Summer is so pleasant; too bad
it doesn’t last all year.

Everyone should learn how to ride a
bike. It is a good form of transportation.
It can also be an enjoyable and
healthy activity. It is something that can
be done alone or with others. You can
use a bike to compete in a race or go
on a leisurely ride. Bike riding is fun for
people of all ages.

1

8

passage cards
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Comprehension
C.030.AM2b

What's the Purpose?

Cell phones should not be used in
public places. They annoy people
who are close to the person using
the cell phone. Cell phones often
ring at inappropriate times. Often
the person on the phone speaks too
loudly. They can disrupt other people’s
conversations. If people need to make
phone calls in public, they should
excuse themselves and go outside.

Buy this DVD now and learn to play
the guitar in less than a month. We
guarantee that after using our six-step
program you will be performing for
all your friends. They will want you to
entertain at all the parties. So, hurry
before our offer ends, and we’ll send
you a free guitar pick with the DVD.

11

She walked along the beach enjoying
how the sand felt between her toes. She
gathered many different types of shells.
As she bent down to pick up another
shell she noticed it wasn’t a shell. It was a
bottle with a piece of paper inside it. She
excitedly opened the bottle took out the
paper and began to read what was on it.

16
We all got excited when our
teacher said she had an important
announcement. She told us that we had
won the contest for reading the most
pages in the reading marathon. Each of
us would receive a gift certificate to use
at the local bookstore. Our class will also
be treated to a visit by a famous author.
This was such exciting news, I ran home
to tell my mom.

2

4
Charlie knew that he had waited until
the last minute to do his report. As he
quickly typed away on his computer,
all of a sudden the power went out.
He hadn’t saved his document. He just
stared at the screen in disbelief as all
his work disappeared. It wouldn’t have
been so bad if he had saved it earlier,
but he hadn’t. Charlie promised himself
that this would never happen to him
again.

The three boys walked up to the
deserted house. It was a dark night
and all three were scared, but would
not admit it. They timidly walked up the
steps. All of a sudden, they heard a
loud noise. They turned and ran home.
They would never try that again.

6

13

passage cards
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Comprehension
C.030.AM2c

What's the Purpose?

The platypus is a different looking animal
that lives in the rivers and coastal regions
of Eastern Australia. It is a furry mammal,
but it lays eggs. It lives near the water
and uses its webbed feet to swim. Its nose
resembles a duck’s bill which helps it as
it gathers food such as shrimp. When the
platypus swims underwater it closes both
its eyes and ears.

Different tools are used to measure
various types of things. For example,
if you want to measure how fast it
takes to run 100 yards you can use a
stopwatch. A thermometer is used to
measure temperature. If you want to
know how many miles you have driven
you use an odometer.

3

5

Food labels give you many details. The
ingredients are listed as well as whether
or not the product should be refrigerated.
There is one whole section that gives
facts about the nutritional components
including amount of calories, fat, protein,
and carbohydrates. In addition, you’ll
usually find a date when the product
expires and you should throw it away.

There are many kinds of books. They can
be classified in several ways. One way
is to label them nonfiction which means
that they contain factual information.
Another way is to label them fiction which
means that they tell a story. Books can be
further classified into categories such as
biography, historical fiction, and fantasy.

9

14

passage cards
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Name
C.030.SS

What's the Purpose?

Purpose

Text

Entertain, Explain,
Inform, Persuade

Dear Principal Jones,
Our class is studying the solar system. We believe that a trip to
the planetarium would be a good educational experience and
would go along with what we are studying. The planetarium
is another way to learn about the solar system and can offer
a different experience than we can get in the classroom. We
hope you will agree to let us go.
							Thank you,					
							Mrs. Smith's 4th grade class
The game of checkers is a game played with two players. There
is a game board with 32 dark and 32 light squares. Each player
gets twelve game pieces. Players take turns moving diagonally
on the dark squares. A player can capture an opponent’s
piece by jumping over that piece. When the piece is captured
it is removed from the board. A player wins when the opponent
cannot make a move or has lost all his pieces.
The family drove across the United States for a vacation.
Although there were times that it seemed very long and
tiresome, they all enjoyed it. There were many things to see.
Some of the places they went to were the Everglades, Mount
Rushmore, and Yellowstone National Park. They all agreed that
one of the most exciting things they did on the trip was to fly in
a plane over the Grand Canyon. This was one trip they would
never forget!
Recycling is something everyone should do. Our earth is
becoming more and more polluted. One thing we can do to
help with this problem is to recycle. People can take papers,
glass, and plastics to recycling centers or some places will
pick them up. Another way to recycle is to use things over
again. Wash out a paper cup and use it two or three times
before throwing it away. Any little bit will help a great deal, so
recycle often.
Glaciers are large masses of snow, ice, and rock that move
very slowly. They are formed when the amount of snow that
falls over many years is more than the amount that melts. When
a piece of a glacier breaks apart and floats in the water it is
called an iceberg.
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Comprehension
Monitoring for Understanding

C.036

Answer Know-How

Objective
The student will identify question types to comprehend text.

Materials
Header cards (Activity Master C.036.AM1)
Passage (Activity Master C.036.AM2)
Question cards (Activity Master C.036.AM3a - C.036.AM3b)
If text in this activity is not appropriate for your students, use text that is more applicable and
compose questions for sorting.
Note: The numbers on the cards correspond to headers in the following manner:
Right There - 1, 8, 11; Author and Me - 3, 5, 9; Think and Search - 2, 4, 6;
On My Own - 7, 10, 12.

Activity
Students determine types of questions and sort.
1. Place header cards face up in a row. Place question cards face down in a stack. Provide each
student with a copy of the passage
2. Taking turns, students read the passage.
3. Select the top card from the stack and read it aloud. For example, "What can you learn
from Jill?" Decide what type of question it is (i.e., Author and Me).
4. Place under appropriate header card.
5. Continue until all cards are sorted.
6. Peer evaluation
On My Own

Author and Me

Right There

can answer question using prior
knowledge without reading text

can answer question by combining prior
knowledge with information in the text

can answer question using information
or words from the text

header

header

Think and Search
can answer question by using information
from different places in the text
header

header

What does the word
"despised" mean?

What can you
learn from Marty?
5

6

How would you feel
if you had to move
to a new town?
7

Extensions and Adaptations
Answer the questions (Activity Master C.036.SS1).
Copy questions at end of textbook chapter (Activity Master C.008.AM3) and sort using headers.
Write own questions and answer (Activity Master C.036.SS2).
Read text, sort questions, and answer (Activity Masters C.036.AM4a - C.036.AM4c, C.036.SS3).
4-5 Student Center Activities: Comprehension
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Comprehension
C.036.AM1

Answer Know-How

On My Own
can answer question using prior
knowledge without reading text
header

Author and Me
can answer question by combining prior
knowledge with information in the text
header

Right There
can answer question using information
or words from the text
header

Think and Search
can answer question by using information
from different places in the text
header
headers
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Comprehension
C.036.AM2

Answer Know-How

A Moving Story
Marty had lived in Happyville since she was born. Next week,
however, Marty and her family were moving over 1000 miles away to
Washington. Marty despised the idea of moving for many reasons. She
was sad to be leaving her best friend. She played on the soccer team
for two years and hated leaving her team. She would not be sleeping in
her bedroom which she loved and had decorated all by herself. She just
hated the whole thing.
Marty’s dad had gotten a new job and said it would be good
for the entire family. Her mother told Marty that there would be lots of
new things to do and people to meet. Her brother was too young to
understand. How could this be good when she would not know anyone
and when she would have to go to a brand new school?
The whole situation was worse because they were moving on
Marty’s birthday! She was going to turn 11 and wanted to spend the day
with her friends. Instead, she was going to spend her birthday packing
and watching the contents of the house be put on a truck. What about
her party? What about spending the day with her friends? What about
what she wanted? No one ever asked what she wanted.
One morning Marty woke up and decided to try a new approach.
She would make a plan about how this could actually be a good
thing. The first thing she did was borrow the camera and take pictures
of everything that was familiar to her. This included her house, her
bedroom, her friends, and her school. Then she made a list of things she
could try when she got to the new town. She would also join the soccer
team there. In addition, she would introduce herself to the other kids at
school and try to make friends with them. She knew that if she had the
right attitude things would turn out fine.
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Comprehension
C.036.AM3a

Answer Know-How

Where are
Marty and her
family moving?

How long has Marty
lived in Happyville?
1

What did Marty
decide to do to
make moving
to a new town a
good thing?

8

Did Marty's attitude
change? How?

11

Why did Marty think
they should have
picked another
day to move?

2

What does the word
"despised" mean?

4

6

question cards
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Comprehension
C.036.AM3b

Answer Know-How

Do you think
Marty will like her
new home?

What can you
learn from Marty?
3

Did Marty
think anyone
understood her?
Why or why not?

5

How would you feel
if you had to move
to a new town?
9

Why can moving to
a new place be an
upsetting event?
10

7

Does having a
good attitude make
a difference? Why
or why not?
12

question cards
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Name
C.036.SS1

Answer Know-How

How long has Marty lived in Happyville?

Did Marty's attitude change? How?

Do you think Marty will like her new home?

Why did Marty think they should have picked another day to move?

What can you learn from Marty?

What does the word "despised" mean?

How would you feel if you had to move to a new town?

Where are Marty and her family moving?

Did Marty think anyone understood her? Why or why not?

Why can moving to a new place be an upsetting event?

What did Marty decide to do to make moving to a new town a good thing?

Does having a good attitude make a difference? Why or why not?
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Name
C.036.SS2

Answer Know-How

Right There
Question

Answer

1.

1.

2.

2.

Think and Search
Question

Answer

1.

1.

2.

2.

Author and Me
Question

Answer

1.

1.

2.

2.

On My Own
Question

Answer

1.

1.

2.

2.
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Comprehension
C.036.AM4a

Answer Know-How

Harry’s Hiccups
What started out as a typical day would soon turn into one of the
most unusual days Harry ever had. His mom came in and woke him up
at 7:00 so he could get ready for school. Breakfast was the same cereal
he ate every day along with his banana and glass of juice. As he left,
he grabbed his homework and backpack. He reminded his mom that he
had a baseball game that night.
He was on the bus when they began. He was involved in a
conversation with his friends when, out of nowhere, he began to hiccup.
He excused himself and thought that would be the end of it. Instead, it
was only the beginning. He hiccupped again and again until, finally,
one of his friends said, “Okay, Harry enough. You’re starting to bother
me and everyone else on the bus.” The problem was they weren’t small
inaudible hiccups. No, they were loud enough for everyone to hear.
They also got to be painful.
The hiccups persisted throughout the day. This had never
happened to Harry before. His teacher tried to be understanding
and suggested he get some water. When that didn’t work, one of the
students tried to startle him as a way to stop the hiccups. Another
student suggested he breathe into a bag. None of these remedies
worked. Harry continued to hiccup. When they got to be too loud,
everyone decided he should go see the nurse. His classmates did not
want to be rude, but no one wanted to sit with him at lunch, so he sat at
a table by himself.
Harry thought the hiccups might go away when he started playing
baseball. But, instead, he hiccupped and struck out. The coach told
Harry it probably would be better if he sat out the rest of the game. That
night when he tried to do his homework, all he could do was hiccup.
What if he had the hiccups for the rest of his life? Upset and worn out,
Harry went to bed. The last thing he remembered was hiccupping. The
next morning when he woke up he opened his eyes and inhaled. All was
normal. Harry was happy to be quiet that day.
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Comprehension
C.036.AM4b

Answer Know-How

What were some
of the remedies
people suggested?

What was Harry's
problem?

14

What happened at
the baseball game?

17

What does the word
"inaudible" mean?

22

Why did a student
suggest he breathe
into the bag?

24

Was Harry upset
the first time he
hiccupped?

13
question cards — answers: Right There - 14, 17, 22
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Think and Search - 24, 13, 18
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Comprehension
C.036.AM4c

Answer Know-How

Why didn’t anyone
want to sit with
Harry at lunch?

Why was Harry upset
and worn out?

20

15

How would you try
to cure hiccups?

Why wasn’t this
a typical day?

23

How could
hiccups cause
someone to strike
out when trying to
hit a baseball?

21

Why might listening
to hiccups be
annoying?
16

19

question cards — answers: Author and Me - 20, 15, 23 On My Own - 21, 16, 19
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Name
C.036.SS3

Answer Know-How

Why did a student suggest Harry breathe in the bag?

What was Harry's problem?

Why was Harry upset and worn out?

Did Harry have the hiccups the next morning?

What were some of the remedies people suggested?

Was Harry upset the first time he hiccupped?

How could hiccups have caused Harry to strike out?

Why didn’t anyone want to sit with Harry at lunch?

Why did Harry think the hiccups might go away at the baseball game?

What happened at the baseball game?

Why wasn’t this a typical day?

What does the word "inaudible" mean?
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Comprehension
Monitoring for Understanding

C.036

Answer Know-How

Objective
The student will identify question types to comprehend text.

Materials
Header cards (Activity Master C.036.AM1)
Passage (Activity Master C.036.AM2)
Question cards (Activity Master C.036.AM3a - C.036.AM3b)
If text in this activity is not appropriate for your students, use text that is more applicable and
compose questions for sorting.
Note: The numbers on the cards correspond to headers in the following manner:
Right There - 1, 8, 11; Author and Me - 3, 5, 9; Think and Search - 2, 4, 6;
On My Own - 7, 10, 12.

Activity
Students determine types of questions and sort.
1. Place header cards face up in a row. Place question cards face down in a stack. Provide each
student with a copy of the passage
2. Taking turns, students read the passage.
3. Select the top card from the stack and read it aloud. For example, "What can you learn
from Jill?" Decide what type of question it is (i.e., Author and Me).
4. Place under appropriate header card.
5. Continue until all cards are sorted.
6. Peer evaluation
On My Own

Author and Me

Right There

can answer question using prior
knowledge without reading text

can answer question by combining prior
knowledge with information in the text

can answer question using information
or words from the text

header

header

Think and Search
can answer question by using information
from different places in the text
header

header

What does the word
"despised" mean?

What can you
learn from Marty?
5

6

How would you feel
if you had to move
to a new town?
7

Extensions and Adaptations
Answer the questions (Activity Master C.036.SS1).
Copy questions at end of textbook chapter (Activity Master C.008.AM3) and sort using headers.
Write own questions and answer (Activity Master C.036.SS2).
Read text, sort questions, and answer (Activity Masters C.036.AM4a - C.036.AM4c, C.036.SS3).
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Comprehension
C.036.AM1

Answer Know-How

On My Own
can answer question using prior
knowledge without reading text
header

Author and Me
can answer question by combining prior
knowledge with information in the text
header

Right There
can answer question using information
or words from the text
header

Think and Search
can answer question by using information
from different places in the text
header
headers
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Comprehension
C.036.AM2

Answer Know-How

A Moving Story
Marty had lived in Happyville since she was born. Next week,
however, Marty and her family were moving over 1000 miles away to
Washington. Marty despised the idea of moving for many reasons. She
was sad to be leaving her best friend. She played on the soccer team
for two years and hated leaving her team. She would not be sleeping in
her bedroom which she loved and had decorated all by herself. She just
hated the whole thing.
Marty’s dad had gotten a new job and said it would be good
for the entire family. Her mother told Marty that there would be lots of
new things to do and people to meet. Her brother was too young to
understand. How could this be good when she would not know anyone
and when she would have to go to a brand new school?
The whole situation was worse because they were moving on
Marty’s birthday! She was going to turn 11 and wanted to spend the day
with her friends. Instead, she was going to spend her birthday packing
and watching the contents of the house be put on a truck. What about
her party? What about spending the day with her friends? What about
what she wanted? No one ever asked what she wanted.
One morning Marty woke up and decided to try a new approach.
She would make a plan about how this could actually be a good
thing. The first thing she did was borrow the camera and take pictures
of everything that was familiar to her. This included her house, her
bedroom, her friends, and her school. Then she made a list of things she
could try when she got to the new town. She would also join the soccer
team there. In addition, she would introduce herself to the other kids at
school and try to make friends with them. She knew that if she had the
right attitude things would turn out fine.
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Comprehension
C.036.AM3a

Answer Know-How

Where are
Marty and her
family moving?

How long has Marty
lived in Happyville?
1

What did Marty
decide to do to
make moving
to a new town a
good thing?

8

Did Marty's attitude
change? How?

11

Why did Marty think
they should have
picked another
day to move?

2

What does the word
"despised" mean?

4

6

question cards
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Comprehension
C.036.AM3b

Answer Know-How

Do you think
Marty will like her
new home?

What can you
learn from Marty?
3

Did Marty
think anyone
understood her?
Why or why not?

5

How would you feel
if you had to move
to a new town?
9

Why can moving to
a new place be an
upsetting event?
10

7

Does having a
good attitude make
a difference? Why
or why not?
12

question cards
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Name
C.036.SS1

Answer Know-How

How long has Marty lived in Happyville?

Did Marty's attitude change? How?

Do you think Marty will like her new home?

Why did Marty think they should have picked another day to move?

What can you learn from Marty?

What does the word "despised" mean?

How would you feel if you had to move to a new town?

Where are Marty and her family moving?

Did Marty think anyone understood her? Why or why not?

Why can moving to a new place be an upsetting event?

What did Marty decide to do to make moving to a new town a good thing?

Does having a good attitude make a difference? Why or why not?
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Name
C.036.SS2

Answer Know-How

Right There
Question

Answer

1.

1.

2.

2.

Think and Search
Question

Answer

1.

1.

2.

2.

Author and Me
Question

Answer

1.

1.

2.

2.

On My Own
Question

Answer

1.

1.

2.

2.
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Comprehension
C.036.AM4a

Answer Know-How

Harry’s Hiccups
What started out as a typical day would soon turn into one of the
most unusual days Harry ever had. His mom came in and woke him up
at 7:00 so he could get ready for school. Breakfast was the same cereal
he ate every day along with his banana and glass of juice. As he left,
he grabbed his homework and backpack. He reminded his mom that he
had a baseball game that night.
He was on the bus when they began. He was involved in a
conversation with his friends when, out of nowhere, he began to hiccup.
He excused himself and thought that would be the end of it. Instead, it
was only the beginning. He hiccupped again and again until, finally,
one of his friends said, “Okay, Harry enough. You’re starting to bother
me and everyone else on the bus.” The problem was they weren’t small
inaudible hiccups. No, they were loud enough for everyone to hear.
They also got to be painful.
The hiccups persisted throughout the day. This had never
happened to Harry before. His teacher tried to be understanding
and suggested he get some water. When that didn’t work, one of the
students tried to startle him as a way to stop the hiccups. Another
student suggested he breathe into a bag. None of these remedies
worked. Harry continued to hiccup. When they got to be too loud,
everyone decided he should go see the nurse. His classmates did not
want to be rude, but no one wanted to sit with him at lunch, so he sat at
a table by himself.
Harry thought the hiccups might go away when he started playing
baseball. But, instead, he hiccupped and struck out. The coach told
Harry it probably would be better if he sat out the rest of the game. That
night when he tried to do his homework, all he could do was hiccup.
What if he had the hiccups for the rest of his life? Upset and worn out,
Harry went to bed. The last thing he remembered was hiccupping. The
next morning when he woke up he opened his eyes and inhaled. All was
normal. Harry was happy to be quiet that day.
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Comprehension
C.036.AM4b

Answer Know-How

What were some
of the remedies
people suggested?

What was Harry's
problem?

14

What happened at
the baseball game?

17

What does the word
"inaudible" mean?

22

Why did a student
suggest he breathe
into the bag?

24

Was Harry upset
the first time he
hiccupped?

13
question cards — answers: Right There - 14, 17, 22
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Think and Search - 24, 13, 18
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Comprehension
C.036.AM4c

Answer Know-How

Why didn’t anyone
want to sit with
Harry at lunch?

Why was Harry upset
and worn out?

20

15

How would you try
to cure hiccups?

Why wasn’t this
a typical day?

23

How could
hiccups cause
someone to strike
out when trying to
hit a baseball?

21

Why might listening
to hiccups be
annoying?
16

19

question cards — answers: Author and Me - 20, 15, 23 On My Own - 21, 16, 19
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Name
C.036.SS3

Answer Know-How

Why did a student suggest Harry breathe in the bag?

What was Harry's problem?

Why was Harry upset and worn out?

Did Harry have the hiccups the next morning?

What were some of the remedies people suggested?

Was Harry upset the first time he hiccupped?

How could hiccups have caused Harry to strike out?

Why didn’t anyone want to sit with Harry at lunch?

Why did Harry think the hiccups might go away at the baseball game?

What happened at the baseball game?

Why wasn’t this a typical day?

What does the word "inaudible" mean?
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th

6 Grade
Reading Passages

335

6th Grade Literacy
Instructions
1. Read the chosen passage aloud to the students
2. Have the students read the passage aloud at an appropriate pace. Make sure they read the
passages correctly with proper punctuation and expression.
3. After the students have read the passage ask them the questions that follow the passage and have
them answer either in writing or in discussion.
4. Ask them to define the vocabulary words to the best of their abilities. Correct them as needed.
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A Strong Motive
By M.H.
Robert Louis Stevenson tells of a Welsh blacksmith who, at the age of twenty-five, could
neither read nor write. He then heard a chapter of Robinson Crusoe read aloud. It was the
scene of the wreck, and he was so impressed by the thought of what he missed by his
ignorance, that he set to work that very day, and was not satisfied until he had learned to read
in Welsh. His disappointment was great when he found all his pains had been thrown away, for
he could only obtain an English copy of the book. Nothing daunted, he began once more, and
learned English, and at last had the joy and triumph of being able to read the delightful story for
himself.
A strong motive and a steady purpose overcome the greatest difficulties.
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A Strong Motive
Checking for Understanding
1. Describe the blacksmith’s personality using evidence from the text to support your
answer.
2. What does “daunted” mean as it is used in the following sentence: “Nothing daunted,
he began once more, and learned English, and at last had the joy and triumph of being
able to read the delightful story for himself.”

Vocabulary



ignorance
difficulties

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/20117/20117-h/20117-h.htm
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A Life Defined Not By Disability, But Love
By NPR Staff
When Bonnie Brown was pregnant with her daughter, Myra, she says she felt a
mix of joy and anxiety.
"I hadn't ever been pregnant before," she says. "I never had really an idea of
how to take care of a baby."
Brown, who is intellectually disabled, works at Wendy's while raising Myra as a
single mom. Despite her disability, she says she never felt like her daughter was too
much to handle.
"I think because I'm different it might seem hard for me, but I was going to give
it all I got no matter what," she tells Myra, now 15, during a visit to StoryCorps.
Myra says she never realized her mom was "different," until she told her.
"I said to you, 'Myra, I know I am not like your friends' mothers, but I'm doing
the best I can.' And you said, 'It's OK, Mommy,' " Brown recounts. "And that made me
feel so good."
Myra remembers a time in third grade when her school held a parent-teacher
conference. Before the meeting, Myra told her teacher in confidence that her mom's
disabled.
"But the day after the interview, my teacher, she said that you seemed really
intelligent. And that made me feel embarrassed," Myra says.
"Why?" her mom asks.
"Because I felt bad that I had said that, and then you had gone and you'd been
fine," Myra says. "No offense taken," she responds.
Today, Myra is enrolled in gifted and talented classes at her high school in
Lansdowne, Pa., and hopes to attend the University of Cambridge when she graduates.
As a single mom raising Myra, Brown gets help fromCommunity Interactions in
Philadelphia, an organization that provides services for her, like cooking and running
errands.
Yet Brown says the hardest thing she's had to overcome is emotional hurt.
People often blatantly stare at Brown when they're out in public, Myra explains.
"And I would say something [to them]. I guess I am kind of protective," Myra
adds. Brown admits that she's also very protective of her daughter, but only because
she cares about her so much. "I am really thankful because you understand me, and
you love me, and you accept me. And ... thank you for that," Brown tells her daughter.
"I don't know, you kind of make it seem like I tolerate you — I love you. You're a
good parent, and just because you're disabled doesn't mean that you do anything less
for me," Myra says.
Just like other parents, Brown says she wants to see Myra succeed and go on to
college. "I want you to make something of yourself," she tells her.
"I want you to know that even though our situation is unique, I'm happy that I
am in it because I am happy that I am with you," Myra says.
"Thank you, Myra, and I feel the same way. And I won't never change it for
anything in this world."
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A Life Defined Not By Disability, But Love
Checking for Understanding
1. What is the author’s main purpose of this text? Give evidence from the text to support
your answer.
2. How have Myra’s feelings about her mom changed over time? Give evidence from the
text to support your answer.

Vocabulary





recounts
interactions
blatantly
intellectually

http://www.npr.org/2013/02/08/171382156/a-life-defined-not-by-disability-but-love
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A God Who Remembers
By Elie Wiesel
I remember, May 1944: I was 15-and-a-half, and I was thrown into a haunted
universe where the story of the human adventure seemed to swing irrevocably
between horror and malediction. I remember, I remember because I was there with my
father. I was still living with him there. We worked together. We returned to the camp
together. We stayed in the same block. We slept in the same box. We shared bread and
soup. Never were we so close to one another.
We talked a lot to each other, especially in the evenings, but never of death. I
believed — I hoped — that I would not survive him, not even for one day. Without
saying it to him, I thought I was the last of our line. With him, our past would die; with
me, our future.
The moment the war ended, I believed — we all did — that anyone who
survived death must bear witness. Some of us even believed that they survived in order
to become witnesses. But then I knew deep down that it would be impossible to
communicate the entire story. Nobody can. I personally decided to wait, to see during
10 years if I would be capable to find the proper words, the proper pace, the proper
melody or maybe even the proper silence to describe the ineffable.
For in my tradition, as a Jew, I believe that whatever we receive we must share.
When we endure an experience, the experience cannot stay with me alone. It must be
opened, it must become an offering, it must be deepened and given and shared. And of
course I am afraid that memories suppressed could come back with a fury, which is
dangerous to all human beings, not only to those who directly were participants but to
people everywhere, to the world, for everyone. So, therefore, those memories that are
discarded, shamed, somehow they may come back in different ways — disguised,
perhaps seeking another outlet.
Granted, our task is to inform. But information must be transformed into
knowledge, knowledge into sensitivity and sensitivity into commitment.
How can we therefore speak, unless we believe that our words have meaning, that our
words will help others to prevent my past from becoming another person's — another
peoples' — future. Yes, our stories are essential — essential to memory. I believe that
the witnesses, especially the survivors, have the most important role. They can simply
say, in the words of the prophet, "I was there."
What is a witness if not someone who has a tale to tell and lives only with one
haunting desire: to tell it. Without memory, there is no culture. Without memory, there
would be no civilization, no society, no future.
After all, God is God because he remembers.
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A God Who Remembers
Checking for Understanding
1. What did Eli Wiesel mean when he said, “With him, our past would die; with me,
our future”?
2. What message is Eli Wiesel conveying in this text?

Vocabulary








irrevocably
ineffable
melody
sensitivity
independently
participants
society

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=89357808
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After 30 Years Of Surgeries, Doctor And Patient Dance
By NPR Staff
When Marcela Gaviria was 7 years old, she was diagnosed with Ewing's sarcoma,
a type of childhood bone cancer. She survived, and the cancer was cured — but it
nearly took her leg.
When Gaviria was 12, she needed a bone transplant and met surgeon Dempsey
Springfield, who performed the operation.
"I was pretty scared, I remember, and I think I survived a very sort of traumatic
moment 'cause you were so kind," Gaviria, now 43, told Springfield at StoryCorps in
Boston.
"What I remember about you were your bow ties. You just looked like such a
Southern gentleman, and you'd show up every morning with such a big smile. And you
were so warm and gentle, and I wanted to get better for you. I wanted your surgery to
work on me."
Gaviria has spent the past 30 years dealing with damage that the cancer did to
the bones in her leg and hip, and in all that time she's stuck with Springfield. Even when
he has moved, she's traveled so he could keep treating her.
"I just don't trust other doctors as much," she tells him.
Neither Gaviria nor Springfield can remember how many surgeries they've been
through together, but it's a lot. Gaviria says she has "shark-attack body" from all the
scarring.
When she was a child, Gaviria complained to Springfield that she would never
get married.
"I always wondered how difficult it would be for someone to sign up to my life,"
Gaviria says.
But this year, she did get married. At her wedding, her first dance was with
Springfield.
"I wanted you to have the first dance," she told him. "That was just a way of
celebrating the fact that a lot of what I'm able to do nowadays is because of your care."
"Your wedding is the first wedding of a patient that I have ever gone to,"
Springfield said. "It's so rewarding to see that all of that, you know, getting up before
the sun comes up to get to the hospital pays off. It wasn't squandered."
"Well, I have a great surgeon that really cared to get it right," Gaviria says. "It's a
beautiful thing."
Today, Gaviria walks with a cane. Despite all of the surgeries, there is still a very
real possibility that Gaviria will lose her leg, so there are more surgeries in her future.
But at least she knows a good surgeon.
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After 30 Years Of Surgeries, Doctor And Patient Dance
Checking for Understanding
1. Why does Marcela Gavira feel so connected to Dr. Dempsey Springfield? Use evidence
from the text to support your answer.
2. Describe Marcela Gavira’s personality using evidence from the text to support your
answer.

Vocabulary



sarcoma
squandered

http://www.npr.org/2012/10/26/163183014/after-30-years-of-surgeries-doctor-andpatient-dance
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For A Boy With Little, Learning To Love A Castoff Trombone
By NPR Staff
Gilbert Zermeno came from a big family who didn't have much. They lived on
the plains of West Texas and got by on the $100 a week that Gilbert's father made
working the cotton fields. So when Gilbert wanted to join the school band in sixth grade,
his parents had to get creative, as he explained to his wife, Pat Powers-Zermeno, during
a recent visit to StoryCorps in Phoenix.
"I was imagining myself playing the saxophone," he says. One day, he brought
home a note from school to show his mom. "The school is bringing in an instrument
salesman, and all the kids are going to be there that want to be in band," he told her.
There was a huge dust storm that day, Gilbert recalls, so his mother replied,
"There's no way that we can drive in this dust storm, mi hijo [my son]. It's just too
dangerous."
Undeterred, Gilbert made a plan. "I took this little statue of the Virgin of
Guadalupe, and I put her on the window. And I said, 'I really want to be in the band.
Please make this storm go away.' "
Ten minutes later, Gilbert says, the storm "just stopped. And I went over to
Mom. I went, 'No wind.'
"So now, she's in a really tough spot," he laughs.
So they got in the car and drove to school, Gilbert explains. "And there's all
these new, shiny instruments. And the parents are just writing checks out. And my
mom looks at one of the checks — it's like, 650 bucks. That's six weeks worth of work
for my dad.
"So she says, 'Where's the band director? Donde esta el director?' So we went in,
and the man said, 'Well, a senior left behind this trombone.' "
It wasn't a saxophone. It wasn't shiny. And it had "a bit of green rust around it,"
Gilbert says. "And he opens [the case], and the crushed velvet is no longer crushed —
it's like, annihilated inside. And I'm just looking at it going, 'That is so pathetic.' "
The director wanted $50 for the old trombone, so Gilbert's mother worked out a
payment plan, sending $20 initially, then $5 each week.
"But I was horrible," Gilbert says. "I sat on the toilet in the bathroom, because it
was the only room that had a door. And my poor mother had to listen to me play the
same thing, over and over again. And she would be turning up the radio as loud as she
could," he laughs. "But I also noticed that, the more I practiced and the better I got, the
radio was turned down a little further. And I still have that trombone to this day."And
that's why the couple's daughter plays the trombone today, says Pat, laughing.
"She could have played any instrument she wanted, and I encouraged that,"
Gilbert insists. "I said, 'No, mi hija [my daughter]. Really, you can play any instrument
you want. I could be one of those parents who could write a check out for a saxophone
— anything you want.' "
But Gilbert's daughter knew her mind. As Gilbert describes it, she just said, "No,
I want to play the trombone."
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For A Boy With Little, Learning To Love A Castoff Trombone
Checking for Understanding
1. What character trait(s) does Gilbert Zermeno possess? Use evidence from the text to
support your answer.
2. Why does Gilbert Zermeno’s daughter play the trombone? Use evidence from the text
to support your answer.
Vocabulary




annihilated
initially
undeterred

http://www.npr.org/2013/06/21/193973081/for-a-boy-with-little-learning-to-love-acast-off-trombone
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Generosity
By J. Erskine Clarke
A father of a family wished to settle his property between his three sons. He therefore
made three equal parts of his chief possessions and gave one part to each son. There remained
over a diamond ring of great value, which he reserved for the son who should perform the
noblest and most generous action within the space of three months. The sons separated, and at
the appointed time presented themselves before him.
The eldest son said, 'Father, during my absence I had in my power all the riches and
fortune of a person who entrusted them to me without any security of any kind; he asked me
for them, and I returned them to him with the greatest honesty.'
'You have done, my son,' replied the father, 'only what was your duty, and I should die
of shame if you were capable of doing otherwise, for honesty is a duty; what you did was just,
but not generous.'
It was now the second son's turn, and he spoke thus: 'I was on the banks of a lake, when,
seeing a child fall in, I threw myself in, and with great danger to myself drew him out. I did it in
the presence of some countrymen, who will testify to the truth of it.'
'Well and good,' replied the father, 'but there is only humanity in that action.'
At last came the turn of the third son, who spoke thus: 'I found my mortal enemy, who
had strayed during the night, and was sleeping on the edge of a precipice in such a manner that
the least false movement on waking would have thrown him over. His life was in my hands; I
was careful to wake him with precaution, and drew him out of danger.'
'Ah, my son!' exclaimed the father, overjoyed, embracing him, 'without doubt you
deserve the ring.'
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Generosity
Checking for Understanding
1. What does “chief” mean as it is used in the following sentence: “He therefore made
three equal parts of his chief possessions and gave one part to each son”?
2. How do you feel about the father’s decision to give the diamond ring to the third son
rather than one of the other sons? Use evidence from the text to support your answer.
Vocabulary
 entrusted
 countrymen
 manner
 noblest

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/20117/20117-h/20117-h.htm
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I Am Still The Greatest
By Muhammad Ali
I have always believed in myself, even as a young child growing up in Louisville, Ky. My
parents instilled a sense of pride and confidence in me, and taught me and my brother that we
could be the best at anything. I must have believed them, because I remember being the
neighborhood marble champion and challenging my neighborhood buddies to see who could
jump the tallest hedges or run a foot race the length of the block. Of course I knew when I
made the challenge that I would win. I never even thought of losing.
In high school, I boasted weekly — if not daily — that one day I was going to be the
heavyweight champion of the world. As part of my boxing training, I would run down Fourth
Street in downtown Louisville, darting in and out of local shops, taking just enough time to tell
them I was training for the Olympics and I was going to win a gold medal. And when I came
back home, I was going to turn pro and become the world heavyweight champion in boxing. I
never thought of the possibility of failing — only of the fame and glory I was going to get when I
won. I could see it. I could almost feel it. When I proclaimed that I was the "Greatest of All
Time," I believed in myself. And I still do.
Throughout my entire boxing career, my belief in my abilities triumphed over the skill of
an opponent. My will was stronger than their skills. What I didn't know was that my will would
be tested even more when I retired.
In 1984, I was conclusively diagnosed with Parkinson's disease. Since that diagnosis, my
symptoms have increased and my ability to speak in audible tones has diminished. If there was
anything that would strike at the core of my confidence in myself, it would be this insidious
disease. But my confidence and will to continue to live life as I choose won't be compromised.
Early in 1996, I was asked to light the caldron at the Summer Olympic Games in Atlanta.
Of course my immediate answer was yes. I never even thought of having Parkinson's or what
physical challenges that would present for me.
When the moment came for me to walk out on the 140-foot-high scaffolding and take
the torch from Janet Evans, I realized I had the eyes of the world on me. I also realized that as I
held the Olympic torch high above my head, my tremors had taken over. Just at that moment, I
heard a rumble in the stadium that became a pounding roar and then turned into a deafening
applause. I was reminded of my 1960 Olympic experience in Rome, when I won the gold medal.
Those 36 years between Rome and Atlanta flashed before me, and I realized that I had come
full circle.
Nothing in life has defeated me. I am still the "Greatest." This I believe.
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I Am Still The Greatest
Checking for Understanding
1. Give three examples from the text which support Muhammad Ali’s statement that, “I
have always believed in myself.”
2. How was Muhammad Ali’s will tested after he retired?
Vocabulary








conclusively
insidious
diminished
instilled
compromised
triumphed
increased

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=102649267
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I Dream'd in a Dream
By Walt Whitman

I dream’d in a dream I saw a city invincible to the attacks of the
whole of the rest of the earth,
I dream'd that was the new city of Friends,
Nothing was greater there than the quality of robust love, it led the rest,
It was seen every hour in the actions of the men of that city,
And in all their looks and words.
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I Dream’d in a Dream
Checking for Understanding
1. What does “invincible” mean as it is used in the following sentence:
“I dream’d in a dream I saw a city invincible to the attacks of the whole of the
rest of the earth”.
2. How did the author use rhythm and rhyme in this poem?

Vocabulary


liberating

http://www.public-domain-poetry.com/walt-whitman/i-dreamd-in-a-dream-889>
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I'm Nobody! Who are you?
By Emily Dickinson
I'm Nobody! Who are you?
Are you – Nobody – too?
Then there's a pair of us!
Don't tell! They’d advertise – you know!
How dreary – to be – Somebody!
How public – like a Frog –
To tell one's name – the livelong June –
To an admiring Bog!
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I’m Nobody! Who are you?
Checking for Understanding
1. Who is “Nobody” in this poem?
2. How did the author use punctuation in this poem?
Vocabulary


livelong

http://shakespeare.mit.edu/macbeth/macbeth.4.1.html
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The Ant and the Dove
By Aesop
An Ant went to the bank of a river to quench its thirst, and
being carried away by the rush of the stream, was on the point of
drowning. A Dove sitting on a tree overhanging the water plucked
a leaf and let it fall into the stream close to her. The Ant
climbed onto it and floated in safety to the bank. Shortly
afterwards a bird catcher came and stood under the tree, and laid
his lime-twigs for the Dove, which sat in the branches. The Ant,
perceiving his design, stung him in the foot. In pain the
bird catcher threw down the twigs, and the noise made the Dove
take wing.
One good turn deserves another
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The Ant and the Dove
Checking for Understanding
1. How did the Dove help the ant?
2. What does the moral of the story mean?

Vocabulary


perceiving

http://www.aesopfables.com/cgi/aesop1.cgi?1&TheAntandtheDove&&antdove2.ram
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The Learning Curve of Gratitude
By Mary Chapin Carpenter
I believe in what I learned at the grocery store.
Eight weeks ago, I was released from the hospital after suffering a pulmonary embolism.
I had just finished a tour and a week after returning home, severe chest pain and terrible
breathlessness landed me in the ER. A scan revealed blood clots in my lungs.
Everyone told me how lucky I was. A pulmonary embolism can take your life in an
instant. I was familiar enough with the medical term, but not familiar with the pain, the fear
and the depression that followed.
Everything I had been looking forward to came to a screeching halt. I had to cancel my
upcoming tour. I had to let my musicians and crewmembers go. The record company, the
booking agency: I felt that I had let everyone down.
But there was nothing to do but get out of the hospital, go home and get well.
I tried hard to see my unexpected time off as a gift, but I would open a novel and
couldn't concentrate. I would turn on the radio, then shut if off. Familiar clouds gathered above
my head, and I couldn't make them go away with a pill or a movie or a walk. This unexpected
time was becoming a curse, filling me with anxiety, fear and self-loathing — all of the
ingredients of the darkness that is depression.
Sometimes, it's the smile of a stranger that helps. Sometimes it's a phone call from a
long absent friend, checking on you. I found my lifeline at the grocery store.
One morning, the young man who rang up my groceries and asked me if I wanted paper
or plastic also told me to enjoy the rest of my day. I looked at him and I knew he meant it. It
stopped me in my tracks. I went out and I sat in my car and cried.
What I want more than ever is to appreciate that I have this day, and tomorrow and
hopefully days beyond that. I am experiencing the learning curve of gratitude.
I don't want to say "have a nice day" like a robot. I don't want to get mad at the elderly
driver in front of me. I don't want to go crazy when my Internet access is messed up. I don't
want to be jealous of someone else's success. You could say that this litany of sins indicates that
I don't want to be human. The learning curve of gratitude, however, is showing me exactly how
human I am.
I don't know if my doctors will ever be able to give me the precise reason why I had a
life-threatening illness. I do know that the young man in the grocery store reminded me that
every day is all there is, and that is my belief.
Tonight I will cook dinner, tell my husband how much I love him, curl up with the dogs,
watch the sun go down over the mountains and climb into bed. I will think about how
uncomplicated it all is. I will wonder at how it took me my entire life to appreciate just one day.
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The Learning Curve of Gratitude
Checking for Understanding
1. How did Mary Chapin Carpenter’s life change after her pulmonary embolism?
2. What is the Author’s Viewpoint? Please make sure to use 4-6 examples from the text to
support your answer.
3. What did Mary Chapin Carpenter mean when she said, “I found my lifeline at the
grocery store”? Use evidence from the text to support your answer.

Vocabulary


breathlessness

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=11182405
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The Crow and the Pitcher
By Aesop
A crow perishing with thirst saw a pitcher, and hoping to find
water, flew to it with delight. When he reached it, he
discovered to his grief that it contained so little water that he
could not possibly get at it. He tried everything he could think
of to reach the water, but all his efforts were in vain. At last
he collected as many stones as he could carry and dropped them
one by one with his beak into the pitcher, until he brought the
water within his reach and thus saved his life.
Necessity is the mother of invention.
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The Crow and the Pitcher
Checking for Understanding
1. What does “perishing” mean as it is used in the following sentence: “A crow perishing
with thirst saw a pitcher, and hoping to find water, flew to it with delight.”
2. How did the crow’s mood change throughout this fable?
3. What does the moral of the story mean?

Vocabulary




necessity
perishing
vain

http://www.aesopfables.com/cgi/aesop1.cgi?1&TheCrowandthePitcher&&crowpitc2.ram
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Print Your Own Medicine
By Lee Cronin
Organic chemists make molecules, very complicated molecules, by chopping up a big
molecule into small molecules and reverse engineering. And as a chemist, one of the things I
wanted to ask my research group a couple of years ago is, could we make a really cool universal
chemistry set? In essence, could we "app" chemistry?
Now what would this mean, and how would we do it? Well to start to do this, we took a
3D printer and we started to print our beakers and our test tubes on one side and then print
the molecule at the same time on the other side and combine them together in what we call
reactionware. And so by printing the vessel and doing the chemistry at the same time, we may
start to access this universal toolkit of chemistry.
Now what could this mean? Well if we can embed biological and chemical networks like
a search engine, so if you have a cell that's ill that you need to cure or bacteria that you want to
kill, if you have this embedded in your device at the same time, and you do the chemistry, you
may be able to make drugs in a new way.
So how are we doing this in the lab? Well it requires software, it requires hardware and
it requires chemical inks. And so the really cool bit is, the idea is that we want to have a
universal set of inks that we put out with the printer, and you download the blueprint, the
organic chemistry for that molecule and you make it in the device. And so you can make your
molecule in the printer using this software.
So what could this mean? Well, ultimately, it could mean that you could print your own
medicine. And this is what we're doing in the lab at the moment.
But to take baby steps to get there, first of all we want to look at drug design and
production, or drug discovery and manufacturing. Because if we can manufacture it after we've
discovered it, we could deploy it anywhere. You don't need to go to the chemist anymore. We
can print drugs at point of need. We can download new diagnostics. Say a new super bug has
emerged. You put it in your search engine, and you create the drug to treat the threat. So this
allows you on-the-fly molecular assembly.
But perhaps for me the core bit going into the future is this idea of taking your own
stem cells, with your genes and your environment, and you print your own personal medicine.
And if that doesn't seem fanciful enough, where do you think we're going to go? Well,
you're going to have your own personal matter fabricator. Beam me up, Scotty.
(Applause)
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Print Your Own Money
Checking for Understanding
1. Please summarize the key ideas of this piece.
2. What are some analogies or comparisons that Lee Cronin used to explain his “really cool
universal chemistry set”?
Vocabulary











universal
deploy
molecular
ultimately
chemist
chemists
fanciful
network
manufacture
biological

http://www.ted.com/talks/lee_cronin_print_your_own_medicine.html
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The Elephant and the Crocodile
By H. Berkeley Score
An Elephant and a Crocodile were once standing beside a river. They were disputing as
to which was the better animal.
'Look at my strength,' said the Elephant. 'I can tear up a tree, roots and all, with my
trunk.'
'Ah! But quantity is not quality, and your skin is not nearly so tough as mine,' replied the
Crocodile, 'for neither spear, arrow, nor sword can pierce it.'
Just as they were coming to blows, a Lion happened to pass.
'Heyday, sirs!' said His Majesty, going up to them, 'let me know the cause of your
quarrel.'
'Will you kindly tell us which is the better animal?' cried both at once.
'Certainly,' said the Lion. 'Do you see that soldier's steel helmet on yonder wall?'
pointing at the same time across the river.
'Yes!' replied the beasts.
'Well, then,' continued the Lion, 'go and fetch it, and bring it to me, and I shall be able
then to decide between you.'
Upon hearing this, off they started. The Crocodile, being used to the water, reached the
opposite bank of the river first, and was not long in standing beside the wall.
Here he waited till the Elephant came up. The latter, seeing at a glance how matters
stood, extended his long trunk, and reached the helmet quite easily.
They then made their way together back again across the river. The Elephant, anxious to
keep up with the Crocodile in the water, forgot that he was carrying the helmet on his back,
and a sudden lurch caused the prize to slip off and sink to the bottom. The Crocodile noticed
the accident, so down he dived, and brought it up in his capacious mouth. They then returned,
and the Crocodile laid the helmet at the Lion's feet. His Majesty took up the helmet, and
addressing the Elephant, said:
'You, on account of your size and trunk, were able to reach the prize on the wall but,
having lost it, you were unable to recover it. And you,' said the Lion, turning to the Crocodile,
'although unable to reach the helmet, were able to dive for it and save it. You are both wise and
clever in your respective ways. Neither is better than the other.'
Moral: Every one has his special use in the world.
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The Elephant and the Crocodile
Checking for Understanding
1. What does “latter” mean as it is used in the following sentence:
“Here he waited till the Elephant came up. The latter, seeing at a glance how
matters stood, extended his long trunk, and reached the helmet quite easily.”
2. Explain the moral of the story using your own words. Make sure to include evidence
from the text to support your answer.

Vocabulary







respective
capacious
heyday
moral
disputing
quantity

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/20117/20117-h/20117-h.htm
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Outwitting Himself
By J. Erskine Clarke

A celebrated physician once attended the child of a wealthy French lady, who was so
grateful for the recovery of her boy that she determined to give a larger fee than usual for his
attendance. As he was taking leave on his final visit, the grateful mother handed to the doctor a
handsome pocket-book, which she said she had worked with her own hands. The doctor bowed
stiffly, and said, 'Madam, the pocket-book is quite a work of art, and I admire it exceedingly, but
my fee is two thousand francs.'
'Not more?' she replied; and taking the pocket-book back, she removed from it five onethousand franc-notes, and handed two of them to the doctor, bowing stiffly in her turn, and,
replacing the other three notes in the rejected pocket-book, she retired.
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Outwitting Himself
Checking for Understanding
1. Why did the doctor refuse the pocketbook? Use evidence from the text to support your
answer.
2. Create a moral for this story.
Vocabulary


Exceedingly

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/20117/20117-h/20117-h.htm
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The Farmer and the Snake
By Aesop
One winter a Farmer found a Snake stiff and frozen with cold. He
had compassion on it, and taking it up, placed it in his bosom. The Snake was
quickly revived by the warmth, and resuming its natural instincts, bit its benefactor,
inflicting on him a mortal wound. "Oh," cried the Farmer with his last breath, "I am
rightly served for pitying a scoundrel."
The greatest kindness will not bind the ungrateful.
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The Farmer and the Snake
Checking for Understanding
1. What does the following sentence tell you about the Farmer: “He had compassion on it,
and taking it up, placed it in his bosom.”
2. What does the moral of the story mean?

Vocabulary






inflicting
bosom
benefactor
revived
resuming

http://www.aesopfables.com/cgi/aesop1.cgi?2&TheFarmerandtheSnake&farmersnake.jpg&far
msnak2.ram
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Song of the Witches
By William Shakespeare

Double, double toil and trouble;
Fire burn and caldron bubble.
Fillet of a fenny snake,
In the caldron boil and bake;
Eye of newt and toe of frog,
Wool of bat and tongue of dog,
Adder's fork and blind-worm's sting,
Lizard's leg and howlet's wing,
For a charm of powerful trouble,
Like a hell-broth boil and bubble.
Double, double toil and trouble;
Fire burn and caldron bubble.
Cool it with a baboon's blood,
Then the charm is firm and good.
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Song of the Witches
Checking for Understanding
1. How does the author use rhythm in the poem?
2. How does the author use repetition and rhyme in the poem?
3. How does the title contribute to your understanding of the poem?
Vocabulary




toil
fillet
caldron

http://shakespeare.mit.edu/macbeth/macbeth.4.1.html
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Saying Thanks To My Ghosts
By Amy Tan
I didn't used to believe in ghosts, but I was trained to talk to them. My mother
reminded me many times that I had the gift. It all stemmed from a lie I told when I was
4. The way my mother remembered it, I refused to get ready for bed one night,
claiming there was a ghost in the bathroom. She was delighted to learn I was a spirit
medium.
Thereafter, she questioned anything unusual — a sudden gust of wind, a vase
that fell and shattered. She would ask me, "She here?" She meant my grandmother.
When I was a child, my mother told me that my grandmother died in great
agony after she accidentally ate too much opium. My mother was 9 years old when she
watched this happen.
When I was 14, my older brother was stricken with a brain tumor. My mother
begged me to ask my grandmother to save him. When he died, she asked me to talk to
him as well. "I don't know how," I protested. When my father died of a brain tumor six
months after my brother, she made me use a Ouija board. She wanted to know if they
still loved her. I spelled out the answer I knew she wanted to hear: Yes. Always.
When I became a fiction writer in my 30s, I wrote a story about a woman who
killed herself eating too much opium. After my mother read a draft of that story, she
had tears in her eyes. Now she had proof: My grandmother had talked to me and told
me her true story. How else could I have known my grandmother had not died by
accident but with the fury of suicide? She asked me, "She here now?" I answered
honestly, "I don't know."
Over the years, I have included other details in my writing I could not possibly
have known on my own: a place, a character, a song. I have come to feel differently
about my ghostwriters. Sometimes their clues have come so plentifully, they've made
me laugh like a child who can't open birthday presents fast enough. I must say thanks,
not to blind luck but to my ghosts.
Ten years ago, I clearly saw a ghost, and she talked to me. It was my mother.
She had died just 24 hours before. Her face was 10 times larger than life, in the form of
a moving, pulsing hologram of sparkling lights. My mother was laughing at my surprise.
She drew closer, and when she reached me, I felt as if I had been physically punched in
the chest. It took my breath away and filled me with something absolute: love, but also
joy and peace — and with that, understanding that love and joy and peace are all the
same thing. Joy comes from love. Peace comes from love. "Now you know," my mother
said.
I believe in ghosts. Whenever I want, they will always be there: my mother, my
grandmother, my ghosts.
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Saying Thanks To My Ghosts

Checking for Understanding
1. How does Amy Tan’s belief about ghosts change throughout this story?
2. Who does Amy Tan thank for her writing success?
Vocabulary





plentifully
opium
stemmed
absolute

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=103412215
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Stars of the Summer Night
By Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
Music by Berthold Tours
1
Stars of the summer night!
Far in yon azure deeps,
Hide, hide your golden light!
She sleeps! my lady sleeps! She sleeps!
2
Moon of the summer night!
Far down yon western steeps,
Sink, sink in silver light!
She sleeps! my lady sleeps! She sleeps.
3
Wind od the summer night!
Where yonder woodbine creeps,
Fold, fold thy pinions light!
Fold, fold thy pinions light!
She sleeps! She sleeps!
She sleeps, my lady sleeps.
4
Dreams of the summer night.
Tell her, her lover keeps watch.
Her lover keeps watch!
while in slumbers light She sleeps!
She sleeps! my lady sleeps,
my lady sleeps, my lady sleeps,
my lady sleeps! She sleeps!
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Stars of the Summer Night
Checking for Understanding
1. How does the author use repetition and rhyme in this song?
2. Who might the author be speaking about in this song?

Vocabulary





slumbers
pinions
deeps
azure

http://www.pdmusic.org/1800s/40sotsn-bt.txt
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The Farmer and the Stork
By Aesop
A farmer placed nets on his newly sown plow lands and caught a
number of Cranes, which came to pick up his seed. With them he
trapped a Stork that had fractured his leg in the net and was
earnestly beseeching the Farmer to spare his life. "Pray save
me, Master," he said, "and let me go free this once. My broken
limb should excite your pity. Besides, I am no Crane, I am a
Stork, a bird of excellent character; and see how I love and
slave for my father and mother. Look too, at my feathers-they are not the least like those of a Crane." The Farmer
laughed aloud and said, "It may be all as you say, I only know
this: I have taken you with these robbers, the Cranes, and you
must die in their company."
Birds of a feather flock together.
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The Farmer and the Stork
Checking for Understanding
1. What does “earnestly beseeching” mean as it is used in the following sentence: “With
them he trapped a Stork that had fractured his leg in the net and was
earnestly beseeching the Farmer to spare his life.”
2. Please explain what the moral of the story means.

Vocabulary




excite
beseeching
slave

http://www.aesopfables.com/cgi/aesop1.cgi?2&TheFarmerandtheStork&&farmstor2.ram
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The Soul Of The Sea
By Clark Ashton Smith
A wind comes in from the sea,
And rolls through the hollow dark
Like loud, tempestuous waters.
As the swift recurrent tide,
It pours adown the sky,
And rears at the cliffs of night
Uppiled against the vast.
Like the soul of the sea Hungry, unsatisfied
With ravin of shores and of ships Come forth on the land to seek
New prey of tideless coasts,
It raves, made hoarse with desire,
And the sounds of the night are dumb
With the sound of its passing.
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The Soul Of The Sea
Checking for Understanding
1. According to the author, what is “like the soul of the sea”?
2. What are some examples of figurative language in this text? How does this add to the
reader’s understanding of the text?

Vocabulary




tempestuous
recurrent
unsatisfied

http://www.ted.com/talks/terry_moore_why_is_x_the_unknown.html - 211646
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The Spider and the Fly
By Mary Howitt
“Will you walk into my parlor?” said the Spider to the Fly,
“’Tis the prettiest little parlor that ever you did spy;
The way into my parlor is up a winding stair,
And I have many curious things to show when you are there.”
“Oh, no, no,” said the little Fly, “to ask me is in vain;
For who goes up your winding stair can ne’er come down again.”
“I’m sure you must be weary, dear, with soaring up so high;
Will you rest upon my little bed?” said the Spider to the Fly.
“There are pretty curtains drawn around, the sheets are fine and thin;
And if you like to rest a while, I’ll snugly tuck you in!”
“Oh, no, no,” said the little Fly, “for I’ve often heard it said,
They never, never wake again, who sleep upon your bed!”
Said the cunning Spider to the Fly, “Dear friend, what can I do
To prove the warm affection I’ve always felt for you?
I have, within my pantry, good store of all that’s nice;
I’m sure you’re very welcome—will you please to take a slice?”
“Oh, no, no,” said the little Fly, “kind sir, that cannot be,
I’ve heard what’s in your pantry, and I do not wish to see!”
“Sweet creature,” said the Spider, “you’re witty and you’re wise;
How handsome are your gauzy wings, how brilliant are your eyes!
I have a little looking-glass upon my parlor shelf;
If you’ll step in one moment, dear, you shall behold yourself.”
“I thank you, gentle sir,” she said, “for what you’re pleased to say,
And bidding you good morning now, I’ll call another day.”
The Spider turned him round about, and went into his den,
For well he knew the silly Fly would soon be back again;
So he wove a subtle web in a little corner sly,
And set his table ready to dine upon the Fly.
Then he came out to his door again, and merrily did sing:
“Come hither, hither, pretty Fly, with the pearl and silver wing;
Your robes are green and purple, there’s a crest upon your head;
Your eyes are like the diamond bright, but mine are dull as lead.”
Alas, alas! how very soon this silly little Fly,
Hearing his wily, flattering words, came slowly flitting by:
With buzzing wings she hung aloft, then near and nearer drew—
Thinking only of her brilliant eyes, and green and purple hue;
Thinking only of her crested head—poor foolish thing! At last,
Up jumped the cunning Spider, and fiercely held her fast.
He dragged her up his winding stair, into his dismal den
Within his little parlor—but she ne’er came out again!
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The Spider and the Fly
Checking for Understanding
1. What are the different ways the Spider tried to invite the Fly into his parlor?
2. How did the Spider finally trick the Fly into his parlor? What does that tell you about the
Fly?
3. How and why does the Fly’s response to the Spider change from the beginning to the
end of the text?
Vocabulary





behold
wily
flitting
vain

http://famousliteraryworks.com/howitt_the_spider_and_the_fly_funny.htm
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When Mom Is Right, And Tells Police They're Wrong
By NPR STAFF

When Robert Holmes' parents moved to Edison, N.J., in 1956, they were one of
the first African-American families to integrate the neighborhood.
"After we'd moved to Edison, there was a resentment that we had broken into
the community," Holmes says.
Even at the age of 13, Holmes felt the animosity. The neighborhood had a
private swim club that opened up to anyone who participated in the Memorial Day
parade. Holmes was in the band.
"I arrived at the pool on Memorial Day having marched in the parade with my
uniform still on, and they called the police," he says.
The pool managers and the police department told Holmes' mother that her son
was not allowed in the pool. She started to ask why, but then she stopped herself.
Instead, she told Holmes to crawl under the turnstile and go into the pool.
"I looked at my mother; I looked at the police," Holmes says. "And I will tell you
that as a 13-year-old, I was more inclined to do what my mother said than to be afraid
of the police. So I did it."
A policeman told Holmes' mother to get him. Holmes distinctly remembers her
response: "If you want him out of the pool, you go take him out of the pool. And by the
way, as you take him out, you tell him why he can't go in the pool today."
"No one came. No one got me out, and I stayed in the pool," Holmes says.
In standing up to the police, Holmes' mother wasn't looking to break barriers for
herself.
"I think like a lot of African-American people at the time, my parents were
looking ahead of their own generation to the next," Holmes says. "I think they were
deciding, we're gonna do something so that our children will have a better life than we
have for ourselves."
Holmes, now 67, is a professor at Rutgers School of Law.
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When Mom Is Right, And Tells Police They're Wrong
Checking for Understanding
1. Describe Robert Holmes mom’s personality using evidence from the text to support
your answer.
2. What is the author’s main purpose in the text? Use evidence from the text to support
your answer.

Vocabulary





Animosity
Barriers
Distinctly
participated

http://www.npr.org/2012/06/01/154100293/when-mom-is-right-and-tells-policetheyre-wrong
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When you are old
W B Yeats
When you are old and grey and full of sleep,
And nodding by the fire, take down this book,
And slowly read, and dream of the soft look
Your eyes had once, and of their shadows deep;
How many loved your moments of glad grace,
And loved your beauty with love false or true,
But one man loved the pilgrim soul in you,
And loved the sorrows of your changing face;
And bending down beside the glowing bars,
Murmur, a little sadly, how Love fled
And paced upon the mountains overhead
And hid his face amid a crowd of stars.
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When you are old
Checking for Understanding
1. What does the author advise you to do “when you are old and grey and full of sleep”?
2. How did the author use rhythm and rhyme in this poem?
3. What are some examples of figurative language in this text? How does this add to the
reader’s understanding of the text?

Vocabulary



amid
sorrows

http://www.publicdomainpoems.com/whenyouareold.html
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